A message from
President Peter MacKinnon

I want to express a very warm welcome to the graduates, families and friends who join us today. Convocation is the University’s most important ceremony, for it is here that we celebrate the accomplishments of our students and the contributions of their loved ones to their success. You should be proud of this day, and of the commitment and sacrifice that it represents.

We at the University of Saskatchewan salute you – our graduates – and we extend to you our very best wishes for the future. We hope that you will stay in touch with us through our University of Saskatchewan alumni family, and that we will have the opportunity to welcome you ‘home’ to our campus many times in the years ahead.

Warmest congratulations!

[Signature]
The word “Convocation” arises from the Latin “con” meaning “together,” and “vocare” meaning “to call.” Our Convocation ceremony is a calling together of the new graduates of the University of Saskatchewan, symbolizing the historical practice of calling together all former graduates. In current times, the major functions of Convocation are the election of representatives to University governing bodies and the admission of candidates to degrees. The Chancellor, elected by convocation as its Chair, is the highest official and spokesperson of the University.

The Convocation ceremony marks the transition from the role of student to the holder of a degree with its accompanying rights and privileges. Candidates for degrees, known as graduands, having completed the requirements of a course of study, are recommended by college faculties and the University Council to receive degrees from the University of Saskatchewan.

The ceremony, solemnized in the presence of the University community and family and friends of the graduands, consists of three parts: a procession marking the leaving of the old status and entering the new; the President’s statement to the graduands, the Secretary’s petition and the Chancellor’s consent for their admission; followed by individual presentation by their Dean and admission by the Chancellor to the degrees to which they are entitled. As graduates are admitted to their degrees, a graduation hood, which has a colour symbolizing a particular degree, is placed over each graduate’s head. A banner displaying the University crest is hung above the stage, as a symbol of the University’s authority to confer degrees.

Following the conferring of degrees and acceptance of each graduate as a member of Convocation, a reception is held — a celebration on the occasion of the formal transition from the role of learner to the role of producer and contributor in the field of the graduate’s choice.

We honour and welcome this year’s graduates!
The Chancellor

W. T. (Tom) Molloy

Tom Molloy was born and raised in Saskatoon. He attended St. Thomas More College and later the College of Law, both at the University of Saskatchewan. He received his B.A. and LL.B. in 1964. He has practiced law in Saskatoon since graduation and is with the MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman’s Saskatoon office. He has represented the Government of Canada as the Chief Federal Negotiator in the successfully concluded treaties in Nunavut and with the Nisga’a in British Columbia and an Agreement in Principle with the Sechelt Indian Band. He presently represents Canada in treaty negotiations in British Columbia, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Nunavut. Mr. Molloy has been described as “Canada’s most expert treaty negotiator.”

Mr. Molloy recently authored a book The World is our Witness: The Historic Journey of the Nisga’a into Canada. The book has won two Saskatchewan Book Awards, The Brenda MacDonald Riches First Book Award and the Non-fiction Award which was sponsored by the University of Saskatchewan.

For his work in the community he has received a number of awards including the City of Saskatoon Certificate of Distinguished Community Service; Rotary Golden Wheels Award for Excellence, Saskatoon B’nai Brith “Proud of You Award”, and the Head of the Public Service Award for Excellence in Service Delivery.

In 1996 he was made an officer of the Order of Canada, with a citation that reads: He is widely known for his role as Chief Negotiator for the Government of Canada in the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement. His integrity, commitment to a just settlement and personable rapport have also been valuable in his leadership of numerous cultural, educational and charitable groups, not only in Saskatchewan but also nationally, including the Meewasin Foundation and PRIDE Canada.

The University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association awarded him the 2000 Alumni Honour Award in recognition of receiving notable acclaim for professional achievements, which in turn has enhanced the image of the University of Saskatchewan and its alumni. In January 2001, The Canadian Bar Association Saskatchewan Branch named him as the recipient of the Distinguished Service Award.
Honorary Doctor of Laws

Alan C. Cairns

Alan C. Cairns studied at the University of Toronto and Oxford University, from which he obtained a D. Phil. in 1963. He was a member of the Department of Political Science at the University of British Columbia from 1960 until his retirement in 1995. Since his retirement, Dr. Cairns has had visiting appointments and chairs at the University of Toronto, Queen’s University, the University of Saskatchewan, York University, the University of Waterloo and the University of British Columbia. While at the University of Saskatchewan, Professor Cairns was the incumbent of the Law Foundation of Saskatchewan Chair in the College of Law and he taught in the Department of Political Studies. His list of academic contributions since his retirement is a four-page document.

Dr. Cairns is a well-known expert on constitutional and political issues. A fellow political scientist at York University described Professor Cairns as “the leading student of Canadian politics” as a way of capturing the contribution, which he has made to academic analysis and public debate on questions concerning constitutional developments in Canada. As a writer and commentator, Professor Cairns has brought a meticulous scholarly sensibility, a keen awareness of constitutional priorities, and a passion about the constitutional future of the country to bear on issues of pressing and significant concern to the citizens of Canada. He has published countless articles and books over his career and is still active in his research and writing.

In recognition of his achievements, he has been made an Officer of the Order of Canada and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. He was awarded the first Governor General’s International Award for Canadian Studies, and was the recipient of the prestigious Canada Council Killam Scholarship 1989-1991. The career of Professor Cairns demonstrates that the scholarly role – that patient, disinterested, orderly process of attempting to understand and explain historical events and societal phenomena – is not subordinate or inferior to direct involvement in the political or administrative process. The task of reflecting on the significance of public events is important to any democratic society which is to function properly, and there can be few better examples of mastery of this craft than Professor Cairns.
Peggy McKercher has made outstanding contributions to her alma mater, her city, her province and country in areas of enormous significance.

Mrs. McKercher graduated from the University of Saskatchewan where she was active in student government and excelled as an all-round athlete. She was a recipient of the Spirit of Youth Award, and is a member of the University’s Athletic Wall of Fame. She is a former faculty member. Mrs. McKercher served as the University representative and subsequent Chair of the Meewasin Valley Authority in its formative years, contributing to an innovative and invaluable concept in civic conservation, beautification and development. Her leadership and administrative skills were also utilized as Vice-Chair of Wanuskewin Heritage Park, which was developed and built by MVA, and which houses a state of the art University of Saskatchewan Archaeological lab interpreting 6000 years of Plains Indian history.

Peggy McKercher’s appreciation of history and our cultural heritage is further manifested in her service as a Board member of the National Capital Commissions’ Canadiana Fund, the Saskatchewan Arts Board, and most recently as the Saskatchewan representative on the Trans Canada Trail Foundation Advisory Board. Peggy McKercher has chaired the University’s Committee on Heritage Buildings, and has worked tirelessly in support of the restoration of our beautiful College Building.

Mrs. McKercher’s skills and energies have been directed in service on the Mayor’s South Downtown Task Force, the Saskatchewan Medical Research Foundation, the Saskatchewan Order of Merit Advisory Committee, and the Canadian Water Resources Board of Directors. She has served as chair of the Sherbrooke Community Centre Fund Raising Campaign. She was the first woman to be elected to the Rural Municipality of Corman Park Council and served as Deputy Reeve and on a range of committees.

Peggy McKercher’s ongoing love of sports and understanding of the positive force physical activity can be in our lives, led to her work on the Jeux Canada Games Board of Directors and the ParticipACTION Board of Directors.

Mrs. McKercher was honoured as Saskatoon Citizen of the Year in 1989, and has been the recipient of numerous other awards including the Rosalie Early Memorial Award; the Governor General’s Canada 125 Award; the Ernst and Young, Bank of Montreal Award for Socially Responsible Entrepreneur of the Year, Western Canada for 1994. In 1995 Peggy McKercher was invested in the Order of Canada. On November 21, 2001 she was awarded the Saskatchewan Order of Merit.

In 1995 Peggy McKercher assumed the role of Chancellor of the University of Saskatchewan and her term of office concluded in 2001. For six years Peggy McKercher’s quiet dignity, gracious personality and sound wisdom served the University of Saskatchewan in ceremony, governance and everyday life in an outstanding manner. Her work on behalf of this University, city, province and nation are truly worthy of recognition.
Diane Jones Konihowski was born in Vancouver, raised in Saskatoon, and now resides in Calgary. In 1976 she graduated from the University of Saskatchewan with a Bachelor of Education Degree.

Sport has been Diane’s life over 45 years. She represented Canada for 16 years on the National Track and Field Team in the event of the pentathlon. She was named to three Olympic Teams and was ranked number one in the world in 1975 and 1978. From the world stage in track and field, Diane went on to coach, work in print and electronic media, sport administration, sport marketing, athlete sponsorship and fund development.

A long time advocate of drug-free sport, coaching education, and athlete development, Diane has spent the past 16 years as a volunteer Director for numerous national boards — Fair Play Canada, Coaching Association of Canada, Canadian Olympic Association and Canadian Centre for Ethics in Sport. She also led the 2000 Canadian Olympic Team to Sydney, Australia as Chef de Mission.

Diane’s sporting accomplishments on and off the field are numerous, and she has received several major awards for her contributions to improving the Canadian sport system. The most noteworthy are the Order of Canada in 1978, YWCA “Woman of Distinction” Sport & Recreation Award in 1988, “Great Canadian” Award in 1993, and she was inducted into the Canadian Olympic Sports Hall of Fame in 1995. In May Diane was inducted into the Alberta Sports Hall of Fame as a Builder.

Diane has also given freely of her time to many national and local charities as Honorary Chair of the Alberta Terry Fox Run, spokes-person for the Schizophrenia Society of Alberta, Special Olympics, and presently as a member of the provincial board of KidSport Alberta.

No stranger to business Diane is Vice-President and Partner of AMJ Campbell Van Lines Calgary, and President of Premiere Executive Suites.

Diane has been and is a fine ambassador of the University of Saskatchewan.
The Master Teacher Award was established to emphasize the importance of teaching at the University of Saskatchewan and to honour those faculty members who excel in teaching. The Selection Committee has chosen Professor Donna Greschner of the College of Law to be the recipient of this prestigious award at this Convocation. Professor Greschner was born in rural northwest Saskatchewan and attended school there. She came to the University of Saskatchewan, graduating with a Bachelor of Commerce degree with Great Distinction in 1979 and a Bachelor of Laws with Great Distinction the following year as Outstanding Graduate. In 1982, she earned a graduate law degree from Oxford University on a Commonwealth Scholarship, returning as a member of our law faculty the same year. In 1991, she was promoted to the rank of Professor of Law.

A former student has written: “Her knowledge and passion for a seemingly tedious subject, Constitutional Law, was not only refreshing, but infectious. Six years later I can quote verbatim from her opening lecture where she spoke of our Constitution as a ‘living, breathing’ instrument. I left the class with a clear understanding of the material and a lasting love of the subject.” She also unselfishly found the time to offer survival tips like how to deal with volumes of reading in the middle of the night and overcome hand cramps during examinations. Her students have nominated her three times for the USSU Teaching Excellence Award, and in the College’s formal evaluation of her teaching, her faculty colleagues always assessed her as “superior.” According to her Dean, “Professor Greschner is in the select company of outstanding teachers in this law college and in the legal professorate in Canada.”

Professor Greschner has taught every type of course offered by the College: large classes (upper year and first year), seminars, theory courses, legal writing, and the Law Review course. Her teaching techniques include problem-solving, web-based learning, talking circles, multi-media, small-group discussion, Socratic methods, Oxford debates, role-playing, and lecturing.

Great teachers also demonstrate expertise, enthusiasm, and empathy. Professor Greschner’s students praise her subject mastery, her contagious enthusiasm, and her concern for their education and well-being. As one student put it, “few professors are in the same league as Donna Greschner.”

A Master Teacher is expected to be a worthy researcher as well. Evidence of her academic excellence rests in Professor Greschner’s published work, including a book, many book chapters and refereed articles, and invited conference presentations around the world in such places as South Africa, Australia, and Hong Kong.

A story is told of a senior Oxford Don who gave advice to a junior faculty member: “Don’t try to prove that you’re clever. We’re all clever here. Be kind.” “Donna wears her outstanding academic achievement lightly,” her students tell us, “bringing to her teaching, mentorship, and collegial activities rare elements of personal thoughtfulness toward students and her fellow faculty members.” She is a superb emissary of her discipline, touching everyone she encounters with her passionate curiosity and knowledge. The University of Saskatchewan is indeed fortunate to have such a fine teacher on its staff. She is most deserving of this honour.
A mention of Heather Kuttai’s name across the University of Saskatchewan campus quickly shows why the Director of Disability Services for Students is being honoured with the President’s Service Award at Spring Convocation 2002.

In their support of her nomination for the award, students, staff and faculty came forward with glowing descriptions of the qualities Heather has brought to the U of S since she became the first occupant of her position in 1994. They unreservedly praise her as dedicated, understanding, compassionate, responsive, insightful, creative, practical, fair, enthusiastic, and showing great leadership and warmth.

One co-worker said, “Heather’s dedication and commitment are boundless. She leads through inspiration, support and respect for others, which has earned her national acknowledgement for the service and initiatives she has provided.”

All who have worked with Heather note she continually goes the extra mile to help students succeed in their programs, and to help faculty and staff appreciate how a bit of accommodation on their part can provide an equal opportunity to higher education for a student with a disability.

Heather has firsthand experience of the challenges faced by students with disabilities. A wheelchair user since the age of 6, when an injury damaged her spinal cord, Heather graduated from the U of S in 1994 with a B.A. in Sociology.

In the eight years since joining the U of S staff, she has developed a staff of one full-time, two part-time and about 35 casual employees, and the number of students being helped has shot up from 50 in 1994 to about 750 today. The list of initiatives she has developed since 1994 is long, and includes: an exam accommodation program, a note-taking program, library assistance, academic support groups for students with learning disabilities, an accessibility inventory of campus, Disability Awareness Week at the U of S, and a mentoring program. Heather also works to integrate students with disabilities into larger campus programs, such as the annual fall Orientation. One highlight of her U of S career was the Board of Governors’ adoption in 1997 of a University policy for students with disabilities. And in 1999 and 2000 she produced two videos, “Teaching Students With Disabilities” and “Faces of Diversity”, which have become invaluable tools for raising awareness, and which she has shown at talks across North America and as far away as Austria. Last year she won the “Excellence in Service to Students with Disabilities” award from the Canadian Association of Disability Service Providers in Post-Secondary Education.

Not stopping at that, Heather has been a world-class member of Canada’s wheelchair target-shooting team. At the 1988 Paralympics in Seoul, South Korea she won two silver medals and at the 1992 Barcelona Paralympics she won a bronze. She is well on her way to competing in the 2004 Paralympics in Athens.

Heather’s real target at the U of S is helping students succeed in their University experience. And they say she’s hitting the mark. As one student put it: “She has made it possible for me to flourish in my academic career ... I can safely say I would not be where I am today without her assistance, guidance and support.”

The President’s Service Award recognizes exceptional contributions by non-academic U of S staff.
The Distinguished Researcher Award recognizes a faculty member's contribution to scholarship through the creation, expansion and critique of knowledge. The University has selected Ali H. Rajput, Professor in the Division of Neurology, College of Medicine as the Spring 2002 recipient of this award.

Professor Rajput earned Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery degrees (1958) at the University of Sind, Pakistan and a Master of Science degree (1966) in neurology at the University of Michigan. He was appointed a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada in 1966.

With the exception of one year's sabbatical at the Mayo Clinic, he has spent his 35-year career at the University of Saskatchewan. He served as head of the Division of Neurology from 1985 to 2001. He is currently an associate member of the Department of Psychiatry and the Department of Community Health and Epidemiology.

Professor Rajput is one of the world's foremost researchers on Parkinson's disease. He has done substantial research on levodopa, the first effective long-term treatment for Parkinson's disease. His work has settled controversy about possible toxic side effects of the drug, enabling physicians to prescribe levodopa without hesitation to patients who would benefit.

Professor Rajput's studies on levodopa therapy have changed standard practices in neurology. He has found that the drug is not toxic to humans and that timely levodopa administration prolongs survival in Parkinson's disease patients. Patients now receive lower, more beneficial doses of levodopa. He has also done extensive study of clinical diagnosis in Parkinsonism.

He has recently discovered a compound in the brains of Parkinson's patients that could be related to the cause of the disease, making prevention of Parkinson's a possibility. He has also done significant clinical research on Alzheimer's pathology that has potential applications for helping both Alzheimer's and Parkinson's patients.

He has balanced clinical practice with teaching, administrative duties and research, acting as a mentor and collaborator to faculty, residents and students throughout his career.

Professor Rajput has been honoured with many awards including the Saskatchewan Order of Merit in 1993, the Order of Canada (Officer) in 1997, and the Morton Schulman Award from the Parkinson Society of Canada in 2001.

He has served on national and international committees, and has published numerous book chapters, articles and papers. He is a reviewer for many professional journals and granting agencies. He is also in demand as a consultant, guest lecturer, and media resource on Parkinson's disease and research.

Professor Rajput has made important discoveries in neurology and has played a leading role in his field, provincially, nationally and internationally. He is a worthy recipient of this award.
Governor General’s Academic Medals

These medals are awarded to the undergraduate student and graduate student with the highest academic standing.

Kristopher Chad Breen
(Silver Medal)

Kristopher Breen graduated from Walter Murray Collegiate from the Advanced Program in Saskatoon in 1997. Kristopher enrolled in the College of Engineering in September 1996 to pursue a double degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. He is graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering with Great Distinction and with a Bachelor of Science Three-Year Degree with a major in Computer Science with Great Distinction.

Kristopher Breen has received outstanding grades and this has earned him fifteen scholarships and awards during his academic career, including the prestigious U of S Chancellors’ Scholarship, the R.W. Begg Scholarship and the Teruo Natori Scholarship, three U of S scholarships, the APEGs Book Prize, the 2002 Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Saskatchewan (APEGs) Gold Medal and an NSERC Postgraduate (PGSA) Graduate Scholarship to carry on his studies.

Kristopher has been active in the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), serving as a Student Branch Chair and Academic Director and found the Saskatoon Annual IEEE Golf Tournament. An accomplished athlete, he was also a member of the 1999 National Championship Huskies Volleyball team and the 1997 Canada Games Saskatchewan Volleyball team.

Kristopher Breen will be pursuing a M.Sc. in Computer Engineering at the University of Alberta in September 2002 and doing research in the area of computer memory architecture. After obtaining his M.Sc. he hopes to work in the semiconductor industry for a few years before pursuing a Ph.D. in Computer Engineering.

Jonathan Albert Fugelsang grew up in Thunder Bay, Ontario where he attended Riverdale Elementary School and Fort William Collegiate High School graduating in 1991. He completed his Bachelor of Arts degree majoring in Psychology at Lakehead University in 1995. Jonathan began his graduate studies under the supervision of Professor Valerie Thompson in 1995. He successfully defended his Ph.D. thesis “Foundations of Human Causal Reasoning” in August 2001 and graduated in October 2001. Jonathan’s dissertation research examined factors that contribute to people’s attributions of causality. Specifically, he developed novel experimental methodologies that permitted him to quantify how people’s evaluation of objective evidence is influenced by their prior beliefs. His research at the University of Saskatchewan has resulted in five publications in major scientific journals as well as several papers currently under review. Jonathan now resides in Hanover, New Hampshire where he is continuing to conduct research on human decision making as a Research Associate at Dartmouth College.
Graduates of Arts and Science Law

Wednesday, May 29
9:00 a.m.
Convocation Program

May 29, 2002 • 9:00 a.m.
Chancellor W. Thomas (Tom) Molloy, O.C., Q.C., LL.B., B.A. presiding

Procession
The academic procession will enter the hall in the following order: Graduands in the order in which degrees are to be conferred; Faculty; Board of Governors, Senate, Guests of Honour; The President; The Chancellor.

O Canada
Blake Cumming

Invocation
Michael MacLean, University Chaplain

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree
Alan Cairns, O.C., D.Phil., F.R.S.C.
Presented by Michael Atkinson, Provost and Vice-President Academic

Convocation Address
Alan Cairns

Musical Interlude
English Folk Song Suite, No. 3 March
"Folk Songs From Somerset" by R. Vaughan Williams
The University Wind Orchestra conducted by Glen Gillis

President’s Statement to the Graduands
Peter MacKinnon

Conferring of Degrees
Petition for Admission
Gordon Barnhart, University Secretary

Presentation of Graduands to the Chancellor
Arts, Science, Fine Arts and Music presented by Associate Dean Michelmann, Associate Dean Taylor, Associate Dean Skrapek, St. Thomas More Dean Denis and Dean Coates
Law presented by Dean Bilson

Admission to Degrees in Absentia

Presentation of Awards to the Most Distinguished Graduates
Copland Prize in Humanities presented to Mark Stephen Kleiner
Copland Prize in Social Science presented to Matthew Ryan Emde
University of Saskatchewan Film Society Prize presented to Daniel Jacob Funk
Earl of Bessborough Prize in Science presented to Bret Evan Hoehn
Haslam Medal presented to Bret Evan Hoehn
Spring Convocation Three-Year Medal presented to Joshua David Ramsay
Law Society of Saskatchewan Gold Medal presented to Eustathios Markatos

Presentation of the Master Teacher Award
Donna Greschner, B.Comm., LL.B., B.C.L.
Presented by Michael Atkinson, Provost and Vice-President Academic

Message from the University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association
Arlis M.A. McQuarrie, Alumni Association President

Concluding Remarks
Chancellor Molloy

God Save the Queen
Degrees

Bachelor of Arts Three-year

Jonathan Stephen Abrametz, Saskatoon
Crystal Dawn Allen, Calgary, Alberta
Jennifer Marie Anderson, Rose Valley
Daniel Angheluta, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Douglas Norman Anweiler, Humboldt
Dixie Dawn Marie Armbruster, Melville

Belinda Corrine Baerwald, Saskatoon
Robert Cassian Bahrich, Saskatoon
Leslie Jane Baker, Saskatoon
Laura Jean Balyski, Preeceville
Jack Cecil Barrows, Kindersley
Glenda Marie Beauchamp, Wakaw
Leslie Neil Betker, Saskatoon
Dianna Violet Bird, Christopher Lake
Blair Dale Braitenbach, Saskatoon
Laurie Lea Brasnett, Saskatoon
Leigh Andrea Breadner, Prince Albert
Douglas Kurtis Brown, Saskatoon

Harold Carriere, Cumberland House
Michael William Cawood, North Battleford
Ching-Jung Chan, Kanata, Ontario
Sze Man Jessie Chan, Saskatoon
Micheil Lorne Gerald Clark, Saskatoon
Kimberly Lorraine Cowan, Prince Albert

Lisa Marie Danaher, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jyoti Sarah Daniels, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jon Wilfred Danyluk, Saskatoon
Melanie Neelum David, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Amy Noelle Davidsen, Meadow Lake
Kelly Daniel Delorme, Saskatoon
Charity Jeanne-Anne Dmytruk, Naicam
Jennifer Yvonne Janis Dobratz, Prince Albert
Scott Theodore William Down, Martensville
Melanie Renee Durette, Spiritwood (with Great Distinction)
Megan Janie Dutka, Strathmore, Alberta

Roderick Calvin Eckdahl, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Bree Juline Elliott, Saskatoon
Sara Ellen Fay Erickson, Lloydminster

Erin Richelle Ferguson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Roric Max Fischer, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Laura Méliña Fortier, Saskatoon
Brent Lee Franke, Melfort
Steven Lyle Friesen, Saskatoon

Darcie Lea Gaboury, Paradise Hill
Justin Lee Galloway, LaRonge
Darby Lynn Gantefoer, North Battleford
Terrance Ward John Gibson, Saskatoon
Daniel Jacob Giesbrecht, Osler
Carey Ann Gilmore, Saskatoon
Gillian Amanda Glushyk, Hudson Bay
Wee Lian Goh, Muar, Malaysia (with Distinction)
Geoffrey Campbell Goldsworthy, Bjorkdale
Cory Michael Desmond Goodwin, Saskatoon
Christopher Lee Gordon, Hudson Bay
Jason Keith Grant, Saskatoon
Christopher George Grosy, Cabri
Karon Marie Guttormson Murray, Saskatoon

Rachel Doreen Heney, Lone Rock
Carla Dawne Henry, Saskatoon
Timothy David Hildebrand, Saskatoon
Jackie Anne Hoey, Prince Albert
Jason Michael Hogge, Saskatoon
Darryl Michael Hrenyk, Prince George, British Columbia
(with Distinction)
Yu-Wei Huang, Taiwan (with Distinction)
John Leonard Huber, Saskatoon
Lauri Jean Humeniuk, Saskatoon

Brennan Robert Jardine, Torch River (with Distinction)
Sheila Marie Jensen, Melfort
Shane Ashley Johnson, Norquay
Trevor Edward Johnstone, Saskatoon
Tara Louise Jones, McCord
Tasha Rae Jones, Debden (with Distinction)
Dean John Edward Kabaroff, Saskatoon
Nadine Shawna Kaniig, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Lauretta Claudette Keller, Kerrobert (with Great Distinction)
Tabatha Marie Kelly, Bruno (with Great Distinction)
Tracy Lynn Kindzierski, Saskatoon
Shawna Lee King, Stewart Valley
Rachel Marie Klassen, Carman, Manitoba (with Distinction)
Sean Ronald Kochan, Saskatoon
Troy Tyson Koepke, Saskatoon
Felix Richard Krebs, Saskatoon
Ralph Joseph Kunz, Saskatoon
Shirley Anne Larocque, Waterhen Lake
Krista Linda Layton, Vanscoy
Kwok Wai Lee, Hong Kong
Sun Min Currie Lee, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jennifer Anne Marie Lester, Saskatoon
Calista Katherine Lightfoot, Saskatoon
Di Liu, Shenyang, People's Republic of China
Carmen Jean Loranger, Meadow Lake
Toni Lynn Lorenson, Saskatoon
Susan Penelope Loucks, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Renata Rae Lukoni, Saskatoon
Kimberly Dawn Lund, Saskatoon
Henry Han Ly, Saskatoon
Trevor Albert Lyster, Prince Albert
Tanys Leann MacGillivray, Thompson, Manitoba
Richard Lu Xie Mai, Saskatoon
Laura Christine Mann, Prince Albert (with Great Distinction)
Erin Shelley Marchewka, Saskatoon
Tracy Lynn Joan Marchycha, Saskatoon
Colin Ronald Martinka, Saskatoon
Barbara Maude Mason, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Dolores Ann Monique Maurice, English River First Nation-Patuanak
Dana Brooke McDonald, Saskatoon
Deanna Marie McKay, Cumberland House
Shannon Lynn McKeachnie, Flin Flon, Manitoba
Deanne Faye McKenney, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kevin Stanley McLeod, La Ronge
Melissa Ann McLeod, Gull Lake
Regan Scott Meier, Saskatoon
Steven Kenneth Melhoff, Saskatoon
Charity Dawn Miller, Moosomin
Megan Cecile Lenore Miller, Debden
Lisa Marie Mooney, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Meghan Rae Moormann, Goodsoil
Holly Lynn Moritz, North Battleford
Kory Allan Martin Morvik, Porcupine Plain
Jana Lori Mundt, Biggar
Kimberly Dawn Nachbaur, Meadow Lake
Erin Mary Nagy, Wakaw
Garth Wesley Neufeld, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Blair Theodore Nieman, Saskatoon
Bradley John Niven, Crossfield, Alberta
Lisa Marie Nowosad, Saskatoon
Renee Francine Nugent, Lanigan
Stephanie Cheryl Ochitwa, Canora (with Distinction)
Christine Adel Ormiston, Maidstone
Jacqueline Sarah Odipo Otieno, Nairobi, Kenya
Hsin-Yu Pan, Taipei, Taiwan
Juanita Myrna Pappenfus, Spalding
Anissa June Paulhus, Meadow Lake
Amanda Elizabeth Marian Peacey, Victoria, British Columbia
   (with Distinction)
Eric Michael Perez, Saskatoon
Yohanes Lejam Petros, Saskatoon
Thanh Van Pham, Saskatoon
Heidi Jessie Phillips, Tisdale
Michael Allan Joseph Pilon, Prince Albert
Jaime Lynne Pilot, Saskatoon
Graham James Plosz, Saskatoon
Jennifer Ann Plosz, Saskatoon
Joan Patricia Plosz, Saskatoon
Justin Kyle Podhorodeski, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
Gretchen Amy Maj Polachic, Saskatoon
Dawn Renee Pozniak, Canora
Nadine Teresa Puetz, Saskatoon
Prasanna Venkataswami Ranganathan, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Shauna Sandra Rempel, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Veronica Anne Rhodes, Saskatoon
Kelly-Anne Riess, Regina (with Distinction)
Jody Lynn Rodgers, Calgary, Alberta
Leyna Rae Roenspies, Naicam (with Great Distinction)
Kirby Ryan Rudderham, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Kristen Louise Salzl, Paradise Hill
Ioannis Sassas, Athens, Greece
Angela Elizabeth Schmidt, Saskatoon
Carson Jay Schultz, Dalmeny
Nichola Ray Shirkey, Saskatoon
Michael David Sibley, Spruce Lake
Randolph William Skurdal, Saskatoon
Kyla Kristen Sliva, Rama
Dale Barry Slywka, Saskatoon
Celine Haley Smith, Medstead
Christopher Harvey Smith, Saskatoon
Robin Dawn Elizabeth Solheim, Saskatoon
Lorene Tara-Marie Stewart, Saskatoon
Melissa Wilanne Summach, Saskatoon
Connie Jade Swiderski, Saskatoon

Carlyle Leland Talmey, Saskatoon
On Ki Tang, Hong Kong
Kimberly Johnie Taylor, Fort Frances, Ontario
Darren Michael Teale, Prince Albert
Jessica Maureen Tootooosis, Canoe Lake First Nation
Dale Henry Joseph Tschigerl, Battleford
Kevin Dale Tyowski, Saskatoon

Ryan Lawrence Ulrich, Saskatoon
Joel Kelly Van Impe, Saskatoon

Kevin Curtis Welter, North Battleford
Cara Nicole Whalley, Saskatoon
Ryan Robert Wilson, Saskatoon
Theresa Ann Maria Wilson, Maymont
Michelle Jo Woo, Moose Jaw
Tara Ann-Marie Woods, Saskatoon
Michelle Leanne Worke, Moose Jaw

David William Paul Yakimoski, Saskatoon
Kimberly Ann Yamniuk, Melfort (with Distinction)
Ghirmay Hadenbes Yisak, Saskatoon
Bradley Terence Zerr, Kerrobert
Tricia Marie Zimrose, Saskatoon

Advanced Certificate in Arts

Zainab Alkassab, Vancouver, British Columbia
Cheryl Lynne Cargill, Saskatoon
Stephen James Russell Dunster, Greenfield Park, Quebec
Stacey Coralle Greke, Saskatoon

Eden Elizabeth Marshall Plamondon, Saskatoon
Mizuki Matsui, Tokyo, Japan
Quentin Tyler Moore, Saskatoon
Raul Marcello Muñoz, Saskatoon
Jane Weyallon, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Arts Four-year

Tara Amiri, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Benjamin Laurens Ansaldo, Saskatoon
Adeola Nicole Babalola, Saskatoon
Natasha Anne Baer, Meadow Lake
Carmen Leigh Baker, Saskatoon
Corinne Jenine Barnett, Saskatoon
Christopher William Arthur Edmond Battiste (with Distinction)
Jason Bradford Bear, Moskoday First Nation
Penny Leanne Binning, Saskatoon
Amanda Dawn Bohay, Englefeld (with Distinction)
Julie Kathleen Bolger, Saskatoon
Bonita Marie Brick, Netherhill
Tracy Ann Marie Bull, Melville
Elizabeth Anne Burk, Saskatoon
Olivia Calayan, Saskatoon
Jaime Lee Carignan, Edam
Rachelle Lisa Chabot, Gravelbourg
Li-Ching Chang, Saskatoon
Tanya Mary Conacher, Mervin
Albert John Marvin Cooney, Saskatoon
Carrie Louise Cox, Saskatoon
Robert Paul Craig, Milden

Angela Dawn Daigneault, Saskatchewan
James Douglas Davie, Saskatoon
Erin Leigh Davies, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jason Robert Harwood Davies, Saskatoon
Raquel Gladys Faith Digness, Porcupine Plain (with Great Distinction)
Jeremy Paul Doerksen, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Angela Dawn Dopko, Saskatoon
Gail Louise Douglas, Saskatoon
Stephen James Russell Dunster, Greenfield Park, Quebec (with Distinction)
Kim Vo Duong, Saskatoon

Judy Anita Elliott, Saskatoon
Aaron Arthur Ewert, St. Walburg

Jennifer Marie Faryon, Yorkton
Christine Marie Fiddler, Waterhen Lake First Nation (with Distinction)
Eric Ray Flogan, Prince Albert
Jessica Genese Fraser, Saskatoon

Cindy Leona Garry, Saskatoon
Kjeld Gattinger, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Katie Lynn Gerbrandt, Arborg, Manitoba
Trevor James Gerwing, Turtleford
Kelly Dawn Gibson, Saskatoon
Laura Jean Girard, Saskatoon
Scott Robert Gordon, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Pheonex Astra Jean Gosselin, Prince Albert
Tabitha Anne Guest, Bjorkdale (with Great Distinction)

Joshua Hans Hagen, Saskatoon
Azuerki Wolday Hamde, Saskatoon
Yasmeen Helwani, Accra, Ghana
Karen Christine Henderson, Assiniboia
Paula Laureen Henderson, Saskatoon
Cuong Viet Hoa, Regina
Brandy MacKenzie Holmstrom, Saskatoon
Alanna Mari Horejda, Moose Jaw
Jacquelyn Michelle Humphries, Saskatoon

Daniel Carl Jarcan, Saskatoon
Heather Dawn Johnson, Lashburn
Julie Ann Johnston, Prince Albert
Deanne Kendra Kasokeo, Paynton
Lional Shawn Kayseas, Fishing Lake First Nation
Nicole Lynne Kenney, Saskatoon
Frederick Khonje, Swift Current
Rispah Kangogo Kiptoo, Nairobi, Kenya
Tracy Lorraine Kirsch, Middle Lake
Rachel Jae Kiwaluk, Swan River, Manitoba
Shawna Marie Klyne, Saskatoon
Amanda Gail Kuhlmaner, Lashburn (with Distinction)
Tara Chantal Kurbartoff, Langley, British Columbia
Jacqueline Ming Chi Kwok, Prince Albert

Renee Yvonne Marie LaClare, Edam
Tyler John Laird, Wawota
Shall Fun Lam, Swift Current
Tammi Lynne Latsay, Milden
Yu-Chen Tina Lee, Saskatoon
Melanie Martha Helena Lenko, St Walburg
Rose Mei Lew, Saskatoon
Christy Lee Liddell, Spiritwood
Hsing-Yun Lin, Taichung, Taiwan
Omar Vladimir Linares, Saskatoon
Christa Leah Locke, Souris, Manitoba
Cara Lynn Lockwood, Davidson

Ryan Kelly MacCan, Saskatoon
Janelle Breanne Mansfield, Saskatoon
Jason Mark Masuskapoe, Ahtahkakoop First Nation (with Distinction)
Scott James Maxwell, Saskatoon
Jason Andrew Mazzei, Saskatoon
Janaya Jae McGown, Regina (with Distinction)
Brandon William McInnes, Saskatoon
Shelly Anne McIntosh, Melfort
Francine Jane Merasty, Pelican Narrows
Michelle Therèse Michaluk, Saskatoon
Jeremy Micheal Miller, Lanigan
Natasha Rae Mokelki, Weyburn (with Distinction)
Quentin Tyler Moore, Saskatoon
Tracey Leanne Moore, Burstall (with Great Distinction)
Kristie Fay Morrison, Esterhazy
Nadine Annette Mutala, Saskatoon
Wendy Ann Mutschler, Saskatoon
Velma Darlene Myo-Stanley, Moosomin First Nation

Yin Ling Ng, Hong Kong
Mandela Phanana Nkwazi, Saskatoon
Rebecca Lynn Norman, Prince Albert
Soren Anders Nostbakken, Regina

Matthew Aragorn Park, Canora
Charlene Leann Pelletier, Saskatoon
Tamzen Lorraine Pfleger, Saskatoon
Michael Joseph Pirot, Cochin
Amy Neepin Potié, Saskatoon
Meghan Power, Saskatoon

Dalton Kurtis Reid, Prince Albert
Regan James Richards, Saskatoon
James Charles Runge, Regina

Tania Elizabeth Sadek, Saskatoon
Ryan Nicole Salmon, Saskatoon
Gina Marie Sander, Wilkie
Kurt George Schmidt, Melville
Pamela Rae Schultz, Nipawin
Jesse Joseph Paul Semko, Saskatoon
Tayah–Lona Roechelle Serviss, Ethelton
(with Great Distinction)
Jamie Paul Sheasby, Yorkton
Carrie Louise Shingoose, Saskatoon
Robert Michael Simpson, Theodore
Jessica May Smith, Edmonton, Alberta
(with Great Distinction)
Erin Georgina Spence, Melville
Maria Therese Stang, Macklin

Amber Dawn Stene, Prince Albert
Alexandru Stoica, Saskatoon
Joelle Jensen Strohan, Texas
Ahren Glynn Streeby, Colonsay
Joseph Edward Swan, Pelican Narrows

Lorna Rae Thiessen, Molanosa
Melissa Rae Thompson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Charmaine Alice Tremblay, Hillmond

Eve Upshall, Saskatoon

Rebecca Regina Viczko, Saskatoon
Kathleen Leane Volk, Young
Pek Ian Vong, Hong Kong

Zanon Eric Waite, Regina
Carol-Jo Creatha Whitecalf, Saskatoon

Brandey Suzanne Yasinowski, Lestock
Tamara Alexis Young, Saskatoon

Lindsey Lorraine Zalac, Saskatoon

Honours Certificate in Arts
Nikoline Yngvild Thomson, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Bachelor of Arts Honours
Zainab Alkassab, Vancouver, British Columbia
Honours in Sociology

David Gordon Aschim, Saskatoon
Honours in Political Studies

Cameron Fraser Baker, Denzil
Honours in Political Studies

Faith Hope Charity Baron, Saskatoon
High Honours in English
Candace Lee Beisel, Swift Current
Honours in Archaeology

Sheri-Lynne Marie Benning, Humboldt
High Honours in English

Sonya Faye Betz, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Margaret Emily Theresa Bollman, Saskatoon
Honours in English and French

Miles Christopher Bowman, Kindersley
High Honours in Psychology

Paula Arlene Bramwell-Wendland, Ilderton, Ontario
High Honours in English

Alexa Janet Briggs, Red Deer, Alberta
High Honours in Sociology

Christine Anne Broda, Saskatoon
High Honours in Sociology

Cameron Paul Broten, Saskatoon
High Honours in International Studies

Gabriel Evan Buettner, Prince Albert
Honours in Psychology

Cheryl Lynne Cargill, Saskatoon
High Honours in Classical and Near Eastern Archaeology

Michelle Ann Chartier, Saskatoon
Honours in Public Administration

Aaron Christopher Chubb, Saskatoon
Honours in International Studies

Crystina Jane Clark, Rockglen
Honours in Sociology

Paul Leonard Clemens, Stoughton
High Honours in Political Studies

Leanna Mary Closson, Swift Current
Honours in Psychology

Linsey Dawn Cole, Fort McMurray, Alberta
Honours in Anthropology & Archaeology

Kristan Leigh Cook, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Ryan Vern Coombes, Saskatoon
Honours in International Studies

Tristan Nicholas Culham, Saskatoon
High Honours in History and Honours in Philosophy

Julie Da Silva, Prince Albert
High Honours in French and History

Peter Denis Dodson, North Vancouver, British Columbia
High Honours in Native Studies

Ami Ciara Downs, Sturgis
High Honours in English

Garry Benjamin Drake, Saskatoon
Honours in English

Jillyne Marie Drennan, Saskatoon
High Honours in English and Honours in Political Studies

Carrie Ellen Dunn, Saskatoon
High Honours in Classical and Near Eastern Archaeology

Beverly John Alexander Dyck, Saskatoon
Honours in Public Administration

Emily Marie Eaton, Saskatoon
High Honours in International Studies

Nathan Sinclair Elliott, Saskatoon
High Honours in History and Political Studies

Matthew Ryan Emde, Saskatoon
High Honours in Economics and Political Studies

Andrew David Fitzsimons, Flin Flon
Honours in History

Francis Shane Garrity, Saskatoon
Honours in History and Political Studies
Jeremy Seth Geddert, Saskatoon
High Honours in Political Studies

Stacey Rachelle Gheyssen, Benson
High Honours in English

Renée Doëtte Gibbins, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Lana Roseanne Gudmundson, Tisdale
Honours in International Studies

Tanis Marie Halpape, Quill Lake
Honours in Political Studies

Jameel Hampton, Saskatoon
High Honours in History

Tayah Lynne Hanson, Saskatoon
Honours in Sociology

Colleen Jacqueline Hardie, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Julia May Hardy, Saskatoon
Honours in Sociology

Candace Tara Herman, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Jared Paul Hildebrandt, Saskatoon
Honours in English

Donald Edwin Fredrick Hobday, Saskatoon
High Honours in History

Jenny Lee Hoffman, Saskatoon
Honours in Political Studies

David Kyle Holinaty, Saskatoon
Honours in Psychology

Kelly Charles Homenick, Saskatoon
Honours in Political Studies

Deanna Lyn Howard, Saskatoon
Honours in English

Marianne Marjorie Hrabok, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Dara Lindsay Hrytzak, Saskatoon
Honours in International Studies

Joanne Susan Jansen, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Blair Richard Johnsruede, Saskatoon
Honours in Political Studies

Jennifer Leigh Jozic, Saskatoon
Honours in History

Meera Jo Kachroo, Saskatoon
High Honours in Religious Studies

Tirawin Kanongkiat, Thailand
High Honours in Business Economics

Mark Stephen Kleiner, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Laura Edna Lacey, Orangeville, Ontario
High Honours in English

Anthony Wade Lahoda, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Bonnie Jean Leask, Muskeg Lake Cree First Nation
High Honours in Native Studies and Honours in Political Studies

Peter Michel LeClaire, Saskatoon
Honours in International Studies

Lisa Kristin Lejbak, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Thomas Murray Linner, Saskatoon
Honours in English

Maria Fernanda Loayza Hidalgo, Quito, Ecuador
High Honours in International Studies

Karen Louise Lynch, Saskatoon
Honours in Geography
Britt Elizabeth Lypka, Rosetown
High Honours in English

Daniel William David Macfarlane, Saskatoon
High Honours in History

Dennis Wade Mah, Tisdale
High Honours in Psychology

Michael Paul Maier, Yorkton
Honours in English

Andrea Lynn Manchur, Prince Albert
High Honours in Art History and Honours in Studio Art

Dawn Dee Maurice, Saskatoon
Honours in Sociology

Jeffrey Ralph David McCallum, Meadow Lake
Honours in English

Denise Nicole McLeod, Prince Albert
Honours in Sociology

Earl Walter Milward, Saskatoon
Honours in Political Studies

Arlene Gudrun Mitschke, Vonda
Honours in Sociology

Kathryn Burke Molloy, Saskatoon
Honours in Political Studies

Emily Jane Morris, Winlaw, British Columbia
High Honours in English

Leiflynn Christina Mund, Churchbridge
Honours in International Studies

Alison Roberta Neary, Calgary, Alberta
Honours in International Studies

Lisa Deann Neuvenheim, Anchorage, Alaska
High Honours in Psychology

Cathy Gayle Nilson, Saskatoon
High Honours in International Studies

Candace Nicole Louise Northey, Prince Albert
Honours in Anthropology & Archaeology

Trevor Randell Olson, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Kelly Alan Onyskevitch, Coronach
High Honours in Political Studies

Shih-Yi Pan, Taipei, Taiwan
Honours in Business Economics

Marla Christina Pender, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Erin Marie Pitstick, Wadena
High Honours in English

Kealee DeVonne Kiska Playford, Tisdale
High Honours in Psychology

Jason Fleming Porat, Saskatoon
Honours in Sociology

Michelle Katherine Propp, Rhein
High Honours in Classical and Near Eastern Archaeology

Susan Elaine Puff, North Battleford
High Honours in Sociology

Karla Dawn Radloff, La Ronge
High Honours in Political Studies

Mandy Lee Ralph, Saskatoon
High Honours in Classical and Near Eastern Archaeology

Dean Andrew Regier, Swift Current
High Honours in Business Economics

Adam Cecil Grant Ringguth, Oxbow
High Honours in History

Tanya Louise Robertson, Saskatoon
Honours in Psychology

Marla Joy Sanderson, Rosetown
High Honours in Psychology
Stacey Ann-Margaret Sautert, Porcupine Plain
Honours in International Studies

Chelsey Lynn Schaffel, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Jodie Dawn Schmalzbauer, Marengo
Honours in International Studies

Amanda Jane Skopik, Saskatoon
Honours in English

Brent Paul Slobodian, Mikado
Honours in Political Studies

Sheri Bea Slobodian, Yorkton
Honours in Archaeology

Kama Rae Soles, Prince Albert
Honours in Psychology

Tanya Dawn Spilchak, Davidson
High Honours in English

Tracy Justine Stebner, Saskatoon
Honours in English

Carrie Dawn Tait, Meota
Honours in Political Studies

Ginger Manda Taylor, Grand Forks, British Columbia
Honours in Sociology

Joyce Rose Taylor, Saskatoon
Honours in Archaeology

Kimberly Ann Tekatch, Saskatoon
Honours in Psychology

Jennifer Erin Thannhauser, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Robin Renee Thurmeier, Southey
Honours in Anthropology & Archaeology

Bonnie Christine Wagner, Saskatoon
High Honours in History

Jennie Rebecca Ward, Turtleford
High Honours in Psychology

Jennifer Larson Wilcox, Saskatoon
High Honours in History

Scott Ryan Willems, Waldheim
High Honours in English

Chelsea Roseanna Willness, Saskatoon
High Honours in Psychology

Kristen Lynn Winters, Austin, Manitoba
Honours in International Studies

Chun Chun Wong, Hong Kong
Honours in Business Economics

Heather Margaret Ruth Woolard, Saskatoon
Honours in History and Political Studies

Tiffaney Lee Zapotochny, Weirdale
Honours in Sociology

Anna-Marie Marion Zoller, Denzil
Honours in Political Studies

Bachelor of Science Three-year

Jonathan William Atkinson, Saskatoon

Natasha Lynn Bains, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kimberly Brook Baker, Kindersley
Betty Ann Bolianatz-Meiner, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Kristopher Chad Breen, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Alena Ren Burlingham, Saskatoon

Carly Anne Conly, Macklin (with Great Distinction)

James Allan Davis, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Beverly Ann Demmert, Saskatoon
Curtis Dale Demmert, Saskatoon
Robert Jason DeVries, Saskatoon
Jason Allan Doll, Tisdale (with Distinction)
Aleksandra Helena Dworaczek, Saskatoon

Amber Dawn Enns, Lloydminster, Alberta
(with Great Distinction)

Lina Leonard Fang, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
(with Great Distinction)
Warren Thomas Ferguson, Paynton
Jennifer Lynne Fernet, Saskatoon
Caralee Dawn Filson, Saskatoon
Vince Tsun Yin Fok, Regina
Christopher Peter Foley, Saskatoon

Duc Minh Hoang, Saskatoon
Jiehao Leo Huang, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
(with Distinction)

Scott Henry Janzen, Saskatoon
Darren Mark Jensen, Melfort

Georgue Evgenievich Kadochnikov, Saskatoon
Varun Khurana, Saskatoon
Shaun Robert Kudel, Saskatoon

Darrell Keith Laturnas, Regina
Sophie Abigail Lawrence, Calgary, Alberta
(with Great Distinction)

Kwok Keung Lee, Vancouver, British Columbia
Yen Peng Lee, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Karla Danielle Leedahl, Candle Lake
Patrick Peter Legg, Saskatoon
Vin Nee Lim, Malaysia
Hsing-Yun Lin, Taichung, Taiwan
Adrienne J Lindblad, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Marichu Lisboa, Saskatoon
Valdeen Dawn Litzenberger, Melville
(with Great Distinction)
Amanda Marie Lundquist, Maidstone
Jaryn Dray Lutkin, Prince Albert

Curtis Glenn MacDonald, Radville (with Distinction)
Susanna Mei Kit Mark, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Nayden Mihaylov Markatchev, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
(with Distinction)

Diane Christine Martens, Aberdeen (with Distinction)
Peter Rauno Marttala, Lumsden (with Great Distinction)
Anthony Theodore Mazzei, Coleville
Brett Ryan McCutcheon, Foam Lake (with Distinction)
Joel Jeremy Minski, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jonathan Scott Mitchell, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Sean Richard Moody, Saskatoon

Kai-Fai Ng, Hong Kong

Christian Michael Pitzel, Moose Jaw
Yiu Man Patrick Poon, Hong Kong

Joshua David Ramsay, Calgary, Alberta
(with Great Distinction)
Darilyn Anne Reich, Roblin, Manitoba
Micheal Kelly Owen Richmond, Saskatoon
Josh Brennan Robb, Calgary, Alberta
Jennifer Lou-Ann Roste, Preeceville (with Distinction)
Allana Helene Roy, Tisdale

Wendy Amy Marie Saccucci, Hafford
Greg Quinn Sawatzky, Saskatoon
Karthik Panneer Selvam, New Delhi, India
Brian William Shank, Saskatoon
Meenu Sharma, Saskatoon
Mark James Sherwood, Saskatoon
Lora Leigh Shupena, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Chong Meng Sou, Vancouver, British Columbia
Lee Nathan Sparrowhawk, Esterhazy
Denise Michelle Stroeder, Beechy
Reagen Edward Sulewski, Paddockwood

Amanda Elizabeth Tasche, Swift Current
Chera RaeAnn Tenaschuk, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Dean Ryan Thiessen, Saskatoon

Declan Peter Unsworth, Prince Albert (with Distinction)

Edward Owen Douglas Waygood, Saskatoon
(with Distinction)
Krista-Lee Noel Wempe, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Long Xu, Saskatoon
Haiya Yang, Saskatoon
Yun Zhang, Dongtai, People's Republic of China
(with Great Distinction)

Advanced Certificate in Science

Clifford Dustin Bartlett, North Battleford
Brian Edward Bewer, Saskatoon
Kim Hiep Dong, Saskatoon
Kent Jonathon Nicklin, Saskatoon
Carina Melissa Camagong Ong-Scutchings, Saskatoon
Andrew James Stuhr, Prince Albert
John Edward Yobb, Saskatoon
Teamrat Tesfay Zeresenai, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Science Four-year

Alison Lee Aloisio, Armstrong, British Columbia
(with Great Distinction)
Naveen Chandra Amblee, Saskatoon
Sarah Joy Anderson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Sharla Celeste Andrews, MacNutt
Rahul Asave, India
Brady Scott Balicki, Prince Albert
Clifford Dustin Bartlett, North Battleford
Greg Joseph Beauregard, Saskatoon
Brent Jay Bjarnarson, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jennifer Kay Boardman, Saskatoon
Jennifer Tawn Bohn, Campbell River, British Columbia
Brett Kenneth Bosch, North Battleford (with Distinction)
Mayur Brahmania, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Peter James Braithwaite, Carstairs, Alberta
Keri Nicole Bridges, Saskatoon
Jacqueline Elizabeth Bronson, Glenboro, Manitoba
Serena Danette Brown, Saskatoon
Greg Scott Brownell, Saskatoon

Naomi Blossom Carriere, Cumberland House
Willa Chan, Arcola
Saminda Indunil Chandraratne, Saskatoon
Erin Rae Chatwell, Saskatoon
Hoi So Chau, Saskatoon
Jia Chen, Suzhou, People's Republic of China
Corey Steven Cherney, Watrous
Terry Zhen Hui Chiu, Creighton
Lucie Loretta Clark, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Geoffrey David Cotton, Saskatoon
Taseen Saleem Desin, Saskatoon
Tammie Joanne Dewan, North Battleford
(with Great Distinction)
Jeffrey Barrett Dows, Shellbrook
Amanda Catherine Drigan, Saskatoon
Akshay Dua, India
Barry Steven Duncan, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Leon Dallas Dupuis, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kamaleldin Abdelrahman Elbashir, Khartoum, Sudan
Michael William Elchuk, Prince Albert
(with Great Distinction)
Jongregor Benjamin Elliott, Saskatoon
Jason Giles Farago, Saskatoon
Gaye Lenore Forbes, Carrot River
Jennifer Lindsay Fowler, Saskatoon
Shane Tyler Giroux, Ponteix
Jamie Danielle Golding, Borden (with Great Distinction)
Ryan Robert Goudy, Stoughton
Christien Legh Groff, Saskatoon
Jay Wesley Grosskleg, Prince Albert
Kristian Kurt Haberstock, Prince Albert
Erin Jennifer Hammerlindl, Eatonia (with Great Distinction)
Yujiong He, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
Brad Nelson Henry, Saskatoon
Amy Morgan Hiebert, Saskatoon
Yiu Kai Bosco Hui, Hong Kong

Chad Ashley Jackson, Saskatoon
Yanqiu Jiang, Saskatoon
Levi James Johnson, North Battleford
Huntley Lorne Johnston, Saskatoon

Erin Grace Kaiser, Harris
Josephine Chulu Kalunga, Tanzania
John Peter Kaufman, Saskatoon
Kimberly Dawn Kellett, Killarney, Manitoba
Mark Stuart Kemeny, Niagara Falls, Ontario
  (with Great Distinction)
Tyler Sean Klatt, Regina
Shianne Joy Krause, Regina
Judd Charlton Kruger, Saskatoon
Luc Richard Kuckartz, Saskatoon

Geriene Olivia Labine, Victoria, British Columbia
Cory Eugene Laferriere, Tisdale
Bryce James Laing, Leader (with Great Distinction)
Gordon Allan Laing, Saskatoon
Kevin Karl Lechler, Middle Lake
Hui Koon Lee, Kota Bharu, Malaysia
Chantal Avrielle Levesque, Saskatoon
  (with Great Distinction)
Ting Li, Shen Yang, People’s Republic of China
Weisun Bradford Li Pi Shan, Saskatoon
Matthew Graham Links, Saskatoon
Ling Phung Luc, Saskatoon

Tyler Douglas Marien, Saskatoon
Michelle Leanne Mark, Lloydminster
Derek Earle William Massey, Kindersley
  (with Great Distinction)
Kelly Lee McVor, Penticton, British Columbia
  (with Distinction)
Terence Michael McKague, Saskatoon
Gregory Kyle McNeill, Saskatoon
Chad Michael Mehl, Saskatoon
Johnathan Layne Myhre, Saskatoon

Daniel Ashley Nagrampa, Regina
Shawn Lee Napper, Lashburn
Andrew Edward Graham Nichols, Saskatoon
Kurt Henry Nienaber, Saskatoon

Martin Zbygniew Olszynski, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
David Edward Otte, Prince Albert

Ernestine Patria Paraiso, Regina
Natasha Louise Dell Parsons, Saskatoon
Divyesh Harshid Patel, Creighton
Brett Francis Pearson, Saskatoon
Marin Pecar, Saskatoon
Nicole Marie Pendrigh, Regina
Terri Astra Person, Canwood (with Great Distinction)
Stephen John Poll, Regina
Keith Everett Pottruff, Saskatoon
Lorie Gayle Poulton, Saskatoon
Brandon Harvey Pratt, Birch Hills
Teresa Gillian Proctor, Saskatoon
Trevor John Purves, Goodsoil

Jeffery Leo Read, Saskatoon
Wade Peter Reiber, Saskatoon
Dion Earl Rowney, Saskatoon
Brett Johnathan Rusnak, Yorkton

Jeffrey Todd Schindel, Saskatoon
Eric Ontlametse Seme, Phitshane Molopo, Botswana
Jonathan Dale Sherman, Wynyard
Lorrie Jennifer Sielski, Saskatoon
Luanne Dawn Siota, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Corey Lane Skiftun, Melfort
Anthea Valerie Smith, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Timothy Paul William Souster, Sundre, Alberta
  (with Great Distinction)
Tanya Dawn Spilchak, Davidson
Miranda Lynn Stephanson, Regina

Amanda Rae Taggart, LaRonge
Bianca Clara Dawn Thomas, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Monica Rae Tochor, Esterhazy
Mark Robert Trumbley, Saskatoon
Jason Tri Dung Truong, Kamsack (with Distinction)
Lucia Hol-Wai Tsui, Hong Kong

Christopher Warren Uhl, Saskatoon

Wesley David Volk, Humboldt
John Anthony Wankiewicz, Saskatoon  
Jacqueline Marie Webb, Moose Jaw (with Distinction)  
Bradley Reg Wedewer, Cudworth  
Rene Darryl Wilson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)  
Bernie Po-Ting Wu, Taipei, Taiwan  
Yuan Julia Wu, People’s Republic of China  
Sheri Heleen Yagilashek, Saskatoon  
Michael Ron Yaremko, Yorkton  
Miranda Lan Ye, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)  
Li Zhang, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)  
Suzanne Andrea Zimmer, Regina (with Distinction)  

Dallas Lamont Borowski, Odessa  
Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies  
James Richard Brown, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Biochemistry  
Keith Russell Brunt, Kamsack  
Honours in Physiology  
Abdulkarim Cadili, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science  
Anastasia Dorothy Campbell, Bents  
Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies  
Kim Walter Carlson, Yorkton  
Honours in Computer Science  
Luis Joshua Carreiro, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science and Economics  
Josie Willene Carson, Oxbow  
High Honours in Microbiology  
Yu Chen Chai, Kuching, Malaysia  
High Honours in Philosophy and Physics  
Yu Chen, Beijing, People’s Republic of China  
High Honours in Computer Science  
Seth Graham Cherry, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biology  
Miso Cilimdzic, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Computer Science  
Christopher Dale Cole, Mistatim  
Honours in Environmental Earth Sciences  
John Alexander Conkin, Meadow Lake  
Honours in Biology  
Kristen Lea Conn, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Biochemistry  
Michael John Dinsmore, Estevan  
High Honours in Biochemistry  

Bachelor of Science Honours  
Derek Alvin Abbott, Tisdale  
Honours in Biochemistry and High Honours in Microbiology  
Gwendolyne Ann Anderson, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biochemistry  
Christopher Douglas Bell, Balzac, Alberta  
High Honours in Microbiology  
Donna Marie Bendig, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science  
Brian Edward Bewer, Saskatoon  
Honours in Physics  
Rahim Sadrudin Bhatia, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science  
Jennifer Lynn Billinsky, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Biochemistry  
Brent Edward Bobick, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Anatomy  
Edwin Lee Bolster, Moose Jaw  
High Honours in Physics
Derek John Froese, Laird  
High Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies  

Brian David Gallaway, Estevan  
High Honours in Computer Science  

Alden George Georget, Prince Albert  
High Honours in Biology  

Andrea Erin Germann, Saskatoon  
Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies  

Shawn William Gibson, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biology  

Michael Gerard B Grayson, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science  

Dale Vaughn Gross, Moose Jaw  
High Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies  

Janna Michelle Gunter, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Biochemistry and Microbiology  

Emir Halepovic, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina  
High Honours in Computer Science  

Miriam Denise Hamoline, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biochemistry and Microbiology  

Collene Fey Hansen, Langham  
Honours in Computer Science  

Johnathon Carl Hanson, Martensville  
High Honours in Biochemistry  

Margaret Christine Harder, Herbert  
High Honours in Geology  

Peter David Hedlin, Saskatoon  
Honours in Microbiology  

Geoff John Heggie, Leross  
Honours in Geology  

Tristan Charles Hembroff, Ladysmith, British Columbia  
High Honours in Microbiology  

Bret Evan Hoehn, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Computer Science and Mathematics  

Jacob Neufeld Arthur Reginald Hoeppner, Clavet  
High Honours in Physiology  

Amer Muhammad Hussain, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biochemistry  

Jenna Suzanne Ilott, Eston  
High Honours in Archaeology  

Kristy Mae James, Semans  
Honours in Biochemistry  

Shannon Marie Johns, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Geology  

Chélise Élynn Kasun, North Battleford  
Honours in Biochemistry  

Neetu Khanna, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies  

Marilyn Ann Kinloch, Saskatoon  
Honours in Microbiology  

Chu Shin Koh, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biochemistry and Computer Science  

Michelle Jennifer Koop, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biology  

Diana Carolina Leguizamon-Morales, Bogota, Colombia  
Honours in Biology  

Mary Margaret Lewans, Assiniboia  
Honours in Computer Science  

Ryan David Lorenz, Wilkie  
Honours in Biology  

Erica Lindsay Lukiwski, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Biochemistry  

Renu Malhi, Saskatoon  
Honours in Microbiology
Andrey Andreev Mirtchovski, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science

Ryan Stuart Mohr, Moose Jaw  
Honours in Geology

Jennifer Alary Murray, Saskatoon  
Honours in Palaeobiology

Jason Ernest Neufeldt, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Computer Science

Sarah Marie Newhouse, Birch Hills  
High Honours in Biology

Alexander Hamish Parsons, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Palaeobiology

Logan Russell Peters, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science

Erin Leanne Petty, Saskatoon  
Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies

Raymond Andy John Rabu, Domremy  
High Honours in Computer Science

Derek Diroshan Rajakumar, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Biochemistry

Lisa Anne Rasmussen, Lumsden  
High Honours in Physiology

Sean Joseph Reilly, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science

Carla Danielle Reiman, Ebenezer  
Honours in Biochemistry

Kirsten Jennifer Dawn Remarchuk, Meadow Lake  
Honours in Biology

Thorsten Reszt, Prince George, British Columbia  
High Honours in Geology

Brian Robert Richardson, Prince Albert  
Honours in Computer Science

Natasha Ruskowski, Prince Albert  
Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies

Kimberly Rae Sass, Meath Park  
High Honours in Physiology

Robert David Whitney Schwab, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Computer Science

Mark Douglas Senior, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Computer Science

Chantelle Fiona Sephton, Lampman  
High Honours in Biochemistry

Francis Wei-Li Shih, Regina  
High Honours in Biochemistry

Blanc Star, Saskatoon  
Honours in Physiology

Carli Erin Sweeting, Maryfield  
Honours in Biochemistry

Jody Lee Swift, Calgary, Alberta  
High Honours in Chemistry

Nyk San Ting, Kuching, Malaysia  
Honours in Computer Science and Mathematics

Jamie Michelle Van Cleemput, Saskatoon  
Honours in Biology

Michael Ritchie Waiser, Saskatoon  
Honours in Physics

Wade Douglas Waldron, Saskatoon  
Honours in Computer Science

Roxanne Marie Welter, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Palaeobiology

Vincent Peter Wourms, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Biochemistry and Microbiology

Peng Xu, Shenyang, People’s Republic of China  
Honours in Computer Science
Susan Elizabeth Yakimoski, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies

Viki Maria Yannacoulias, Prince Albert  
High Honours in Biochemistry

Jennifer Allison York, Saskatoon  
Honours in Land Use and Environmental Studies

Renaye Michele Zdunich, Hanley  
Honours in Physiology

Matthew Martin Zip, Saskatoon  
High Honours in Computer Science

Clinton Charles Neufeld, Saskatoon  
(with Great Distinction and Distinguished Exhibition)

Margaret Jan Norris, Saskatoon  
(with Great Distinction and Distinguished Exhibition)

Tammy Ann Elizabeth Osatchuk, Saskatoon

Errol David Osecki, Porcupine Plain

Jillian Dawn Ross, Regina (with Great Distinction)

Nadine Nicole Saunders, Borden (with Distinction)

Shanda Brynn Stefanson, Bankend (with Distinction)

Christopher James Conrad Stroshein, Saskatoon

Addie Patricia Suchorab, Prince Albert (with Distinction)

Michael Lunn Urmson, Saskatoon

Kari Lynn Katherine Wells, North Battleford

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Judy Jo Anne Anderson, Gordon First Nation  
(with Great Distinction)

Heather Rae Beauchesne, Spiritwood  
(with Great Distinction and Distinguished Exhibition)

Candace Lee Beisel, Swift Current

Erin Elaine Bourne, Netherhill (with Distinction)

Bevin Amelia Bradley, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Sarah Thirza Cavanaugh, Saskatoon  
(with Distinction and Distinguished Exhibition)

Ami Georgia Farrow, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)

Simon Dominic Fernandes, North Battleford

Troy Archibald Gronsdahl, Saskatoon  
(with Great Distinction)

Catherine Marie Harrison, Moose Jaw  
(with Great Distinction)

Michelle Lynn Korven, Cabri (with Distinction)

Suzanne Colleen Laird, Prince Albert

Jane Elizabeth Laxdal, Saskatoon

Sarah Lynne Maxwell, Saskatoon

Clare Louisa Middleton, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Blake William Cumming, Springside  
(with Great Distinction)

Megan Maureen Fournier, Prince Albert (with Distinction)

Daniel Jacob Funk, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)

Kuan-Hau Hsiao, Saskatoon

Jan Bohumil Janovsky, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Leanne Marie McIntosh, Plenty (with Distinction)

Jeffrey David Morton, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)

Mark Tyler Oddan, Maidstone (with Great Distinction)

Marie Karen Sellar, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Post Degree Specialization

Certificate

Mushir Ahmed, Saskatoon

Ryan Michael Beaulieu, Kinistino
Ancuta Maria Cordos, Saskatoon
Wade Gary Dolton, Preeceville
Weiji Guo, Qingzhou, People’s Republic of China
Brad George Hahn, Regina
Curtis Ashley Hopfner, Ste. Rose Du Lac, Manitoba
Sam Anthony Leitch, Saskatoon
Zhong Lin Li, Saskatoon
Mahesh Sharma, Saskatoon
Todd Jason Sturgeon, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Laws

Shane Hugh Allen, Saskatoon
Michelle Jeanette Bailey, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kevin Neal Barbero, Trail, British Columbia
Trevor Andrew Batty, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Rebecca Anne Bayliss, Swift Current
Michelle Lana Beavington, Lloydminster
Robert Drew Belobaba, Ladysmith, British Columbia
Ivan Ray Bergerman, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Steven Mitchell Black, Vancouver, British Columbia
   (with Distinction)
John Alexander Brigidear, Regina
Louis Aaron Browne, Regina (with Distinction)
Brent Donald Cage, Beaverlodge, Alberta
Edward Thambirajah Chandran, Saskatoon
Darcie Emma Charlton, Edmonton, Alberta
   (with Distinction)
Teri Lee Cherkewich, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
James Arthur Coates, Abbotsford, British Columbia
Mike Mirsad Coric, Vancouver, British Columbia
Paige Coulter, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Doc Wesley Robert Crooks, Lafleche

Jodie Ann Dale, Leroy
Scott Earl Davidson, Moose Jaw
Colin Dease, Saskatoon
Sylvia Catharyn Domaradzki, Saskatoon
Melanie Renee Durette, Spiritwood (with Great Distinction)

Jennifer Rae English, Saskatoon
Patrick Gerard Ennis, Calgary, Alberta
Jolene Marie Fairbrother, Saskatoon
Stephen John Ford, Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory

Witold Gierulski, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Peter Lucas Irvin Gottschlich, Saskatoon
George Anthony Green, Estevan (with Distinction)
Ian Barclay Gunn, Moose Jaw

Chad Martin Haaf, Medicine Hat, Alberta
Janel Teri Heintz, North Battleford
Andrew Lorne Hitchcock, Regina
Erin Michele Hobday, Saskatoon
Keith Allan Honeyman, Tisdale
Gregory Ryan Irvine, Saskatoon

Bradley Douglas Jamieson, Gravelbourg
Chad Warren Jesse, Estevan
Kara-Dawn Jordan, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Joanne Delanie Khan, Saskatoon
Shane Peter Kozakavich, Saskatoon

Emily Cochran Laidlaw, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Julie Lambert, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Janine Lise Lavoie, Saskatoon
Erin Dawn Liefso, Assiniboia
Rosamaria Longo, Bowmanville, Ontario

Marlo Eryne MacGregor, Prince Albert
Eustathios Gerasimos Markatos, Regina
   (with Great Distinction)

Jason Mark Masuskapee, Ahtahkakoop First Nation
Gregory John Garnet Mawson, Saskatoon
Tyler Armand McCuaig, Bengough (with Distinction)
Alison T. Marie Mitchell, Saskatoon
Jackson Herbert Mugerwa, Kampala, East Africa
Pamela Kim Ness, Victoria, British Columbia
Carla Denise Nokusis, Treaty Four Territory

Violet May Paradis, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Cara Lea Penner, Tisdale
Michael James Phillips, Regina (with Distinction)
Zane Pocha, Edmonton, Alberta
Patrick Joseph Poupore, Sudbury, Ontario

Shelley Lynne Quiring, Saskatoon

Amy Jennifer Reid, Courtenay, British Columbia
Brian Patrick Reid, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Lisa Nicole Ricketts, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Mark Kevin John Rushton, Delta, British Columbia
   (with Great Distinction)

Nathan Aaron Schissel, Saskatoon
John Kevin Scott, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario

Janette Lynda Seibel, Regina
Tamara Lynn Sibley, St. Walburg (with Great Distinction)
Nicole Renee Sissons, Saskatoon
Angela Dawn Smalley, Outlook
Sandra Meredith Smordin, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Erin Joelle Stang, Macklin

Aaron Michael Tetu, Saskatoon
Erin Rae Tilley Bolton, Welwyn
Jessica Mehetabel Shepheard Travers, Saskatoon

Tricia Marie Rose Watson, Chacachas First Nation
Lana Dawn Wickstrom, Tompkins
Curtis Grant Wiebe, Rosetown
Nicole Catherine Woodward, Tompkins

Jan Irwin Zacharias, North Battleford
Ian David Zadeiks, Surrey, British Columbia
   (with Distinction)
Patrick Gary Zimmer, Saskatoon
Most Distinguished Graduates 2001-2002

Arts and Science

Haslam Medal presented to Bret Evan Hoehn
University of Saskatchewan Film Society Prize presented to
Daniel Jacob Funk
Copland Prize in Humanities presented to
Mark Stephen Kleiner
Copland Prize in Social Science presented to
Matthew Ryan Emde
Earl of Bessborough Prize in Science presented to
Bret Evan Hoehn
Spring Convocation Three-year Medal presented to
Joshua David Ramsay
W.B. Francis Prize in Arts and Science and Law to
Melanie Renee Durette
James Newstead Convocation Award in Anatomy and Cell Biology to Brent Edward Bobick
Most Outstanding Graduate in Anthropology Award to
Robin Renee Thurmaier
Vigrass Prize in Archaeology to Colette Janelle Gauthier
Judy Poole Award in Art and Art History to
Heather Rae Beauchesne
Department of Biochemistry Convocation Award to
Johnathon Carl Hanson
Department of Biology Convocation Award to
Brent Jay Bjarnarson
Department of Chemistry Convocation Award to
Jody Lee Swift
Classical and Near Eastern Archaeology Program Convocation Award to Michelle Katherine Propp
Department of Computer Science Convocation Award to
Bret Evan Hoehn
Walter Mills Award in Drama to Catherine Marie Harrison
Lewis C. Gray Prize in Economics to Matthew Ryan Emde
Department of English Convocation Award to
Mark Stephen Kleiner
Department of Geography Convocation Award to
Karen Louise Lynch
Ore Gangue Memorial Award (Academic) in Geological Sciences to Margaret Christine Harder
Charles W. Lightbody Convocation Prize in History to
Adam Cecil Grant Ringguth
International Studies Program Convocation Award to
Emily Marie Eaton
Land Use and Environmental Studies Program Convocation Award to Neetu Khanna
Most Outstanding Graduate in Languages Award to
Julie Da Silva
Linguistics Program Convocation Award to
Jessica May Smith
Most Outstanding Graduate in Mathematics Award to
Chira Rose Chilliak and Bret Evan Hoehn
J. F. Morgan Memorial Award in Microbiology to
Tristan Charles Hembroff
Collingwood Prize in Music to Daniel Jacob Funk
Department of Native Studies Convocation Award to
Peter Denis Dodson
Palaeobiology Program Convocation Award to
Roxanne Marie Welter
Department of Philosophy Convocation Award to
Yu Chen Chai
Most Outstanding Graduate in Physics Award, and Dr. E. L. Harrington Prize to Edwin Lee Bolster
L.B. Jaques Convocation Award in Physiology to
Kimberly Rae Sass
The Honourable Donald Alexander McNiven Prize in Political Studies to Matthew Ryan Emde
Gordon A. McMurray Prize in Psychology to
Lisa Kristin Lejbak
Public Administration Program Convocation Award to
Michelle Ann E. Chartier
Department of Religious Studies Convocation Award to
Meera Jo Kachroo
Most Outstanding Graduate in Sociology Award to
Christine Anne Broda

Law

Law Society of Saskatchewan Gold Medal to Eustathios Gerasimos Markatos
Law Society of Saskatchewan Silver Medal to Tamara Lynn Sibley
Law Society of Saskatchewan Bronze Medal to Witold Gierulski
The Honourable Donald Alexander McNiven Prize to Trevor Andrew Batty
Law Society of Saskatchewan Prize in Professional Responsibility to Rebecca Anne Bayliss
Gabe Burkart Memorial Award to Louis Aaron Browne
Canada Law Book Company Prize to Witold Gierulski
C.H.J. Burrows, Q.C. Prize to Erin Michele Hobday
Orest & Marie Bendas Prize in Jurisprudence to Erin Michele Hobday
Thomas Dowrick Brown Prize to Eustathios Gerasimos Markatos
Carswell Company Prize to Eustathios Gerasimos Markatos
Douglas A. Schmeiser Prize in Constitutional Law to Gregory John Garnet Mawson
Durward Thomas Prize in Civil Procedure to Michael James Phillips
C.H.J. Burrows, Q.C. Prize to Janette Lynda Seibel
Fraser Milner Prize in Business Organizations to Tamara Lynn Sibley
Ron Fritz Prize in Law to Tamara Lynn Sibley
Bruce Ogilvie Memorial Scholarship to Erin Joelle Stang
C.H.J. Burrows, Q.C. Prize to Lana Dawn Wickstrom
Walter & Hertha Tucker Fellowship to Lana Dawn Wickstrom
Saskatchewan Trial Lawyers’ Association Prize to Lana Dawn Wickstrom
C.H.J. Burrows, Q.C. Prize to Nicole Catherine Woodward
Graduates of
Agriculture
Commerce
Engineering

Wednesday, May 29
2:00 p.m.
Convocation Program
May 29, 2002 • 2:00 p.m.
Chancellor W. Thomas (Tom) Molloy, O.C., Q.C., LL.B., B.A. presiding

Procession
The academic procession will enter the hall in the following order: Graduands in the order in which degrees are to be conferred; Faculty; Board of Governors; Senate; Guests of Honour; The President; The Chancellor.

O Canada
Blake Cumming

Invocation
Renita Falkenstern, University Chaplain

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree
Peggy McKercher, C.M. S.O.M., B.A. Presented by President Peter MacKinnon

Convocation Address
Peggy McKercher

Musical Interlude
English Folk Song Suite, No. 3 March
“Folk Songs From Somerset” by R. Vaughan Williams
The University Wind Orchestra conducted by Glen Gillis

Presentation of Graduands to the Chancellor
Agriculture presented by Dean Barber
Commerce presented by Dean Pearson and Assistant Dean Renny
Engineering presented by Acting Dean Billinton

Admission to Degrees in Absentia

Presentation of Awards to the Most Distinguished Graduates
Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Gold Medal presented to Tyler Eugene Russell
Goodspeed Prize in Commerce presented to Shea Zubkow
The Association of Professional Engineers & Geoscientists of Saskatchewan Gold Medal presented to Kristopher Chad Breen
Governor General’s Silver Medal presented to Kristopher Chad Breen

Presentation of the President’s Service Award
Heather Kuttai Presented by President Peter MacKinnon

Message from the University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association
Arlis M.A. McQuarrie, Alumni Association President

Concluding Remarks
Chancellor Molloy

God Save the Queen
Degrees

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

Wade Andrew Annand, Codette
Tara Lynn Arko, Saskatoon

Kate Nadine Babchishin, Preeceville (with Distinction)
Annette Marie Badry, Heisler, Alberta (with Great Distinction)
Jason Henri Robert Basset, Peterson
Carolyn Anne Bateman, Vancouver, British Columbia
Danielle J P Batten, Saskatoon
(Honours in Agricultural Biology with Distinction)

Michael Edward Beare, Regina
Jennifer Catherine Beck, Saskatoon
Boyd Carl Bergstrom, Birsay (with Distinction)
Laura Madeleine Billington, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Erin Jennifer Bingham, Saskatoon
(Honours in Agricultural Biology with Distinction)

Geoffrey Alan Bishop, Langdon, Alberta
Janelle Marie Bompais, Birch Hills (with Distinction)
Andre Joseph Bonneau, Debden
Tracy Lynn Borgeson, North Battleford
Aaron James Bouchard, Radville

Tanner Campbell Bradley, Swift Current (with Distinction)
Matthew David Braun, Osler (with Great Distinction)
Markus William Breitkreuz, Springside (with Distinction)
Seth Andrew Briggs, Chauvin, Alberta
Jeremy Dwight Brown, Cutknife (with Great Distinction)
Karen Anne Buchanan, Prince Albert
Rachel Susanne Buhler, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Margaret Marion Burt, Saskatoon

Tracy Dawn Cho, Glen Ewen
Crystal Janice Clarke, Smeaton
Joseph Andrew Hiram Cline, Moose Jaw
Scott Donald Cortus, North Battleford (with Distinction)
Michelle Lynn Cruickshank, Foam Lake

Jeanine Rose Elizabeth Delainey, Saskatoon
Adam Edward Dennis, Holdfast
Heather Maureen Deobald, Hodgeville
Justin Scott Dereniwski, Roblin, Manitoba

Tanya Aileen Doege, Nipawin
Pamela Leanne Drews, Saskatoon
Tannin Michelle Dungey, Calgary, Alberta

Shelley Dawn Eltoda, Yorkton
Joanne Lynne Eliasson, Punnichy
Erin Delee Elsaesser, Birch Hills

Kelly Dean Farden, Davidson
Jennifer Lynne Fernet, Saskatoon
Clinton Douglas Fladeland, Gladmar
(with Great Distinction)

Nicholas Tyler Flaman, Edenwold (with Distinction)
Carmilla Jessica Maria Foster, Benito, Manitoba
(with Great Distinction)

Tandra Dawn Fraser, Unity
Michelle Leigh Friday, Whitewood
Natalie Hazel Friesen, Rocky Mountain House
Lauren Margaret Froehlich, Marquis
Kimberley Anne Fuglerud, Outlook

Amber Marie Gates, Beechy (with Great Distinction)
Angela Dawn Goldfinch, Raymore (with Distinction)
Julie Janine Goodall, Wilkie (with Great Distinction)
Cheryl Jean Gordon, Melfort
Nathan James Gregg, Paynton
Elsa Dawne Guenther, Norquay

Heather Elaine Hack, Rocanville
Michelle Lynn Hagele, Aberdeen
Brian Vincent Haubrich, Glen Bain
Donald Kevin Heal, Raymore
Kelsey Joelle Herbert, Kelvington
Darrin Leonard Hicks, Lafleche
Travis Lee Hoffman, Saskatoon
(Honours in Agricultural Biology)

Kristian Peter Holden, Lloydminster
Karen Leigh Holtby, Meadow Lake (with Great Distinction)
Jill Amber Houston, Elrose
Kelly Scott Howe, Moose Jaw

Jason Nathaniel Jacobson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Gloria Dawn Jakubiec, Yorkton
Mitchell Thomas Japp, Eston (with Distinction)
Gina Leah Kempton, Semans
Jeffrey Stewart Kindon, Saskatoon
Pamela Rose Kish, Leross
Esther Dawn Grace Kopeck, Saskatoon
Holly Dee Kostuik, Prince Albert (with Distinction)

Sarah Louise Lipoth, Waldron (with Great Distinction)
Juliana Marie Littman, Saltcoats
Tabitha Anne Loyns, Naicam
Sharla J Lozinsky, Saskatoon
(Honours in Agricultural Biology with Distinction)

Amanda Marie MacDonald, Elrose
(Honours in Agricultural Biology with Distinction)
Carmen Catherine Macnab, Mervin
Tracie Katherine Mary Macnab, Mervin
Ryan William Mahussier, Bjorkdale
Jodi Lynn Malmgren, Melfort
William Cory Mandziuk, Gilbert Plains, Manitoba
Julie Dale Markert, Maple Creek (with Great Distinction)
Leanne May Martinson, Fiske
Jeffrey Thomas Mathieson, Watson
Lisa Michelle May, Weyburn
Lana Dale McLeod, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Julie-Anne Meier, Abbotsford, British Columbia
(with Distinction)
Tracey Marie Middelkoop, Punnichy
Deidre Leanne Moen, Melville
Daniel Philip Munro, Outlook (with Great Distinction)
Sarah Jordan Murray, Glenavon (with Distinction)

Chad David Nelson, Coronach
Murray Elwood Nelson, Viscount
Jason Robert Newton, Swift Current
(Honours in Agricultural Economics with Distinction)
Joleen Vanessa Nicklen, Saskatoon
Celeste Erin Nordal, Kipling (with Distinction)
Janine Ronaye Nordal, Kipling (with Great Distinction)
Rechel Andrew Nusius, Malaysia

Katrina Marie O’Connell, Marquis
Janel Lana Olsen, Big Beaver
Christine Alicia Olver, Corning
Tyler Leigh Ottenbreit, Grayson
Tennille Tricia Pauls, Saskatoon
Darcy Robert Pawlik, Saskatoon
Megan Gene Payne, Flaxcombe (with Distinction)
Steven Dwayne Pederson, Naicam
Christopher Otto Peterson, Weldon
Scott John Peterson, Black Creek, British Columbia
Christopher Michael Petruka, Ituna
Vanessa Jean Pipke, Davidson
Curtis Rod Pohl, Porcupine Plain (with Distinction)

Paul Daniel Riendeau, Colonsay
Mark Jerome Riou, Tisdale
(Honours in Agricultural Economics)
Melanie Karla Rude, Naicam
Tyler Eugene Russell, Meadow Lake (with Great Distinction)
Stephanie Dawn Rusu, Saskatoon

Crystal Gayle Sachko, Battleford
Christine Marguerite Antonia Sakowski, Calgary, Alberta
(with Distinction)
Kurtis John Sanguin, Roblin, Manitoba
Deanna Marie Schaab, Unity
Deana Joanne Schenher, Ogema (with Distinction)
Trevor William Schoenroth, White City
Douglas James Senko, Burr
Patricia Dawn Shukin, Canora
Christine Hazel Dorothy Sidebottom, North Battleford
(Honours in Agricultural Biology)
Colleen Lynnette Smith, MacDowall
Sarah Anne Sommerfeld, Outlook (with Distinction)
Lesley Kendall Speeding, Bjorkdale
Corey Lynn Stadnyk, Courval
Elizabeth Leigh Stewart, Victoria, British Columbia
Sherry Anne Stewart, Muenster
Ryan Sutton Stokes, Moose Jaw
Lane William Story, Netherhill
Owen Mark Syverson, Foremost, Alberta

Masae Takeda, Chiba, Japan (with Great Distinction)
Angela Dawn Taylor, Saskatoon
Alison Deanne Theede, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Keith Verne Thoner, Young
Myles Brendan Thorpe, Spy Hill
Kristy Danielle Tuchscherer, Tramping Lake
Jamie Leeann Tudor, Beiseker, Alberta (with Distinction)

Jared Daniel Veness, Wolseley

Laura Susan Wasylyshen, Yorkton
Lesley Brooke Weightman, Radville
Joseph Charles Widup, Kipling (with Distinction)
Randy James Wiebe, Burns Lake, British Columbia
Reagan Dawn Wildeman, Lanigan
Shelanne Marie Wiles, Ogemna
Derek James Willfing, Meadow Lake
Christian James Willenborg, Bruno (with Distinction)
Jerrod Dean Woodcock, Saskatoon

Jerod Michael Yasinowski, Saskatoon

April Elizabeth Zerr, Qu’Appelle
Earl Robert Zimmerman, Englefeld

Bachelor of Commerce

Aleshia Jenean Abtosway, Foam Lake
Douglas Richard Acton, Lemberg
Collin Scott Adams, Hudson Bay
Jonathon Neven Alcock, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Carey Laurie Allchurch, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Kondilenia Stavros Arvanitis, Saskatoon

Shane Michael Baillargeon, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
David Lloyd R Barsaloux, Saskatoon
Aimée Lynn Basset, Bruno
Devin Larry Baxter, Outlook
Jasmine Joy Bear, Saskatoon
Ryan Michael Beaulieu, Kinistino (with Distinction)
Christopher Paul Beaumont, Esterhazy
Crystal Raelene Becker, Sonningdale
Tiffany Rae Beckett, Saskatoon
Bart Derek Benaschak, Gravelbourg (with Distinction)
Jessica Alice Bergerman, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Todd Lewis Bergstresser, Moosomin (with Distinction)

Amanda Rhea Bertoia, North Battleford
Tyler Julius Billay, Meath Park
Ryan Michael Blais, North Battleford
Lindsay Katherine Bodnar, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Bonnie Anne Boechler, Saskatoon
Terrence Troy Boland, Tisdale
Michelle Lee Bonneau, Moose Jaw
Nadine Renée Boudreault, Saskatoon
Kathy Vanessa Marie Boutin, Domremy
Scott Theodore Alexander Boychuk, Regina
Shelby Laine Boyd, Kindersley (with Great Distinction)
Janelle Leanne Brady, Tisdale
Matthew George John Breadner, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
John Alexander Brigidear, Regina (with Distinction)
Amanda Rae Brown, Kyle (with Distinction)
Barbara Lee Buchinski, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Gregg Edward Buhs, Englefeld
Crystal Lynne Buniak, Saskatoon
Heather Diane Burgess, Saskatoon
Julie Lynne Burnett, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Tyson Jay Burton, Vanguard

Anna Lissa Camantigue, Saskatoon
Cara Leigh Cameron-Dyck, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kimberly Dawn Campbell, Melfort
Erin Elizabeth Care, Saskatoon
Renita Claudia Marie Carrobourg, Gravelbourg (with Distinction)

Mathew Ryan Cey, Wilkie
Andrew Thomas Chad, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Tyler Alexander Cherpin, Val Marie
Stephen Chow, Moose Jaw
Erin Louise Chuey, Prince Albert
Ryan Michael Chute, Tisdale (with Distinction)
Daniel Gary Clark, Saskatoon
Bryce David Coates, Morse
Ileen Dawn Colvine, Saskatoon
Karla Marie Combres, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Desirée Dawn Cooper, Eaton
t
John Bruce Cornwell, Saskatoon
Tachelle Kristen Côté, Saskatoon
Stuart John Coutts, Bulyea
Tara Lynne Cozac, Estevan
Braeden Jon Criddle, Broadview
James Eric Crosbie, Regina
Nicole Renee Cross, St. Brieux (with Distinction)
Alexander Oliver Crudor, Saskatoon
Kirstin Janay Cuthbert, Swift Current (with Distinction)

Kevin Ralph James Dahl, Saskatoon
Dale John Andrew Daku, Regina
Adam Udoh Darbellay, Saskatoon
Justin Jeremy Dauvin, Bruno
Dave Lee Desanghere, Saskatoon
Matthew Brent Dickie, Wymark (with Great Distinction)
Darwin Kevin Dobersheck, La Ronge
Dwight Dane Dobersheck, LaRonge
Danielle Rae-Anne Donald, Maidstone
Corey Bryce Dows, Shellbrook
Taylor Darnell Dubiel, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Leanne Cara Duncan, Cut Knife
Colin Matthew Dutton, Saskatoon

John William Richard Eagle, Lloydminster, Alberta
Jesse David East, Creighton
Byron Allyn Eberle, Humboldt
Donna Marie Eberle, Spalding (with Great Distinction)
Jennifer Lynn Edeen, Kinistino (with Distinction)
Heather Kristen Marie Ens, Saskatoon

Stefanie Lynne Fagnou, Biggar (with Distinction)
Kylene Dawn Fawcett, Regina
Kelly Darren Fehr, Swift Current
Kamal Fichtali, Saskatoon
Melanie Dawn Fiddler, Kamsack
Kerstan John Eber Fidek, Invermay
Johnnie H Fong, Saskatoon
Leah Dawn Foulds, Saskatoon
Marc Robert Fournier, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Robb Jerome Jeremy Fransoo, Meota
Kelly Dale Freeman, Simpson
Alison Leiane Frehlich, Regina
Jennifer Rae Friedt, Battleford

Laura Jane Friesen, Saskatoon
(with Distinction and Honours in Marketing)
Jennifer Lee Fullerton, Kipling

Marni G Gay, Calgary, Alberta
(with Distinction and Honours in Finance)
Jamie Lynn Katherine German, Saskatoon
Jeff Aaron Gibb, Meadow Lake (with Distinction)
Lars William Glemser, Clavet
Traci Rae Godfrey, Saskatoon
Amanda Rae Goheen, Weyburn (with Great Distinction)
Lindsay Jade Hayes Golding, North Battleford
(with Great Distinction)

Melanie Rose Gonda, Saskatoon
Sara Lindsay Goos, Melfort
Jeffrey John Gorman, Saskatoon
Landon Kenneth Gray, Saskatoon
Bradley Michael Grenier, Saskatoon
Lane Keith Gross, Estevan
Jody Lynn Grunert, Springside (with Distinction)

Jordan Anna Hamel, Saskatoon
Clayton Theo Hanchar, Peace River, Alberta
(with Distinction)

Amberlea Vera Hannon, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Zhihui Hao, Baotou, P.R. China (with Great Distinction)
Allison Janine Haubrich, Hodgeville
Erin Kimberley Hawes, Biggar (Honours in Marketing)
Jeffrey Lorne Henkelman, Saskatoon
Talia Faith Herman, Middle Lake
Christy Rachelle Herndier, Neudorf (with Distinction)
Dean Terrence Highmoor, Bowsman, Manitoba
(with Great Distinction)

Caroline Ann Hilbig, Saskatoon
Marcy Anne Hill, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Ryan William Hill, Saskatoon
Jaimee Anne Hipperson, Saskatoon
Kathryn Lee Hipperson, Saskatoon
Daniel Mark Hnatyshyn, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Leanne Nicole Holtvogt, Naicam
Carol Elaine Holuk, Saskatoon
Cheng Cheng Huang, People's Republic of China
(with Great Distinction and Honours in Finance)
Michelle Katherine Huber, Melville
Michael James Huchkowsky, Saskatoon
Kevin Douglas Hynd, Regina (with Distinction)

Megan Catherine Jackson, Viscount (with Distinction)
Brett Cameron Jamieson, Saskatoon
Amie Elizabeth Jamison, Saskatoon
Andrew Scott McBeth Janis, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Paul Ernest Jaspar, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Soo Min Jeon, South Korea
David John Paul Jerome, Rosetown
Crystal Amber Johnson, Moose Jaw
Chad Thomas Evan Jones, Vanscoy
Jennifer Dawn Jones, Craik (with Great Distinction)

Tyler Kenneth Kachur, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Eliot Lee Kaminecki, Faro, Yukon Territories
Colin Francis Karst, Moose Jaw
Bruce Robert Kary, Allan
Janine Patricia Ann Kelly, Saskatoon
Desiree April Kematch, Sapotaweyak Cree Nation, Manitoba
Rachael Anne Kenny, Saskatoon
Bocknam Kim, Seoul, South Korea (with Distinction)
Robin Lynne Margaret Klein, Lafleche
(with Great Distinction)
Ashley Yvonne Knackstedt, Humboldt
Kent Tyler Knihnistki, Saskatoon
Kirsten Irene Knutson, Saskatoon
James Ka Shun Ko, Hong Kong
Fiona Mary Kobitz, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Danielle Corrine Koczka, Creighton
Jarod James Koroll, North Battleford
Amy Jane Korte, Muenster
Denise Ann Koshinsky, Allan
Petre Gueorguiev Kotev, Samokov, Bulgaria
(with Great Distinction)
Michael Jonathan Kotschorek, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Curtis James Krawetz, Kamsack
Jan Marie Kraynick, Canora
David Sebastian Adam Krebs, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jill Marie Kreiser, Grayson

Melanie Dawn Lafontaine, Saskatoon
Anita Marie Lambert, Ponteix
Kevin Dean Lasiuk, Saskatoon
Renée Lee Laventure, Leoville
Krystal Anne-Marie Lavoie, Albertville
Andy Wai Hung Law, Saskatoon
Sophie Abigail Lawrence, Calgary, Alberta
(with Great Distinction)
Michael Troy Lawton, Harris
Yu-Hui Rila Lee, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Neal Chan Sun Li Pi Shan, Saskatoon
Kristina Nicole Lindberg, Saskatoon
Leah Tanya Marie Lobinsoff, Saskatoon
Shuang Ma, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Tara Lee MacDonald, Lloydminster, Alberta
Dusty Lee Mack, Langenburg
Kurt John Manz, Melfort (with Great Distinction)
Danielle Breanne Margerison, Paynton
Brigitte Karen Martodam, Spiritwood
Sheldon Mark Mathies, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jennifer Jo-Anne Maxwell, Strasbourg
Krista Alexis McClelland, Saskatoon
Lindsay Rae McGarvey, Saskatoon
Angela Marie McGinnis, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Mark Kyler McKee, Melfort
Ryan Shea McLean, Moose Jaw (with Distinction)
Ryan Michael McRae, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Mark Joseph McTavish, Asquith (with Great Distinction)
Kristopher John McWillie, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Clint Gary Megaffin, MacDowall (with Distinction)
Michael Douglas Meier, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Conrad Mowbray Merrifield, Saskatoon
Andrew John Miller, Prince Albert
Erin Susanne Miller, Weyburn
Chelsea Tobyn Mink, Saskatoon
Jay Allen Mitchell, Saskatoon
Shazna Mohamed, Saskatoon
Robyn Amber Morelli, Humboldt
(with Distinction and Honours in Marketing)
Jason Michael Moser, Weyburn (with Great Distinction)
Anita Marilyn Myer, Maidstone

Adele Roxanne Nachbaur, Meadow Lake
Amanda Susan Nagy, Saltcoats
Lisa Alice Nelson, Regina (with Distinction)
Edward Allen Nesdoly, Laird
Po Kwan Ng, Saskatoon
Michelle Lynn Nicolicchuk, Saskatoon
Twyla Dawn Niebergall, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Michael John Northcott, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Carrie Lynne Olson, Saskatoon
Dixon Tanner Olson, Eastend
Magdalena Danuta Olszynski, Saskatoon

Cheryl Katherine Paproski, Lanigan
Julie Lynn Parchewski, Saskatoon (Honours in Biotechnology Management)
Crystal Lynn Parent, Prince Albert
Kevin James Parker, Saskatoon
Earl Justin Paul, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Stacey Denise Pearen, Yorkton
    (with Great Distinction and High Honours in Accounting)
Jason Paul Perepelkin, Saskatoon
Denis Raymond Perrault, Saskatoon
Russell Scott Phillips, Saskatoon
Stacy Rae Phillips, Birch Hills
Janet Marguerite Phippard, Vanscoy (with Distinction)
Bounthala Phonsavath, Saskatoon
Kristen Nicole Pinch, Regina
Jaimie Artina Piper, Saskatoon
Amanda Lee Pippin, Saskatoon
Karen Marlene Porter, Saskatoon
Michael Trevor Poth, Saskatoon
Eldon Aaron Preston, Prince Albert
Tara Lynn Prcyshyn, Saskatoon
Michelle Marie Prodahl, Maidstone
Ryan Robert Puffalt, Wolseley (with Great Distinction)

Leanne Irene Radcliffe, Prince Albert
Blair William Anderson Rafoss, Saskatoon
Devin Ray Ralph, Arborfield
Ward Andrew Read, Conquest

Chad Timothy Reich, Craik (with Distinction)
Morgan Thomas Maurice Reid, Saskatoon
Regan Murray Reineke, Humboldt (with Distinction)
Shannon Leigh Rennie, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Christy Lee Rice, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Jennifer Lee Ringrose, Humboldt (with Distinction)
Melissa Ann Rodych, Saskatoon
Janice Marie Rupert, Kennedy
Michael Douglas Russell, Saskatoon
Scott Anthony Ryman, Saskatoon

Michelle Sherry Sankey, Meadow Lake
Leanne Sue Sargent, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Chantel Marie Sawchuk, Saskatchewan
Michelle Anne Renee Schmidt, Saskatchewan
    (with Great Distinction)
Daxter Terence Schultz, Southey
Kelley Kristin Scott, Regina
Megan Dawn Scott, Saskatoon
Alyssan Kimberly Sernchuk, Saskatoon
Darcy James Shenher, Saskatoon
Clayton Brian Shular, Wynyard
Eryn Nicole Siba, Wakaw
Donna Marie Smith, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jana Lynn Smith, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
Ryan John Smith, Saskatoon
Johann James Solvason, Saskatoon
Robert Léo Joseph Soulodre, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Lisa Krista Spelay, Yorkton
George Warren Spence, Delisle
Jamie Katherine Starchuk, Churchbridge
Nicole Ann Stavness, Regina (with Distinction)
Robert Michael Stefaniuk, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Brent Lee Stewart, Saskatoon
Mitchell Gray Stewart, Yorkton (with Distinction)
Sherri Ann Stewart, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Warren James Stewart, Prince Albert
Holly Dawn Irene Stirton, Moose Jaw (with Distinction)
D-Nay Elizabeth Stockbrugger, Leroy (with Distinction)
Tammy Lyn Stoeckli, Edam
Ryan Gary Strate, Spiritwood
Lori Ann Marie Stuckel, Watson (with Distinction)
Cory Lee Sutton, Kinistino
Kara Janelle Sutton, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction and High Honours in Finance)
Voytek Jacob Sylwestrowicz, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)

Yan Tang, People's Republic of China
(with Great Distinction)
Amy Dee Donison Thomas, Swift Current (with Distinction)
Kevin Wayne Thompson, Saskatoon
Nathan Kyle Thomson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Gregory Roland Tillman, Saskatoon
Shannon Lee Tingley, Saskatoon
Terence Kevin Marshal Tooley, Prince Albert
Julina Marie Trenouth, Radville
Ken Kinh Nha Truong, Saskatoon
Richard Dean Tubman, Prince Albert

David John Ukrainetz, Nipawin (with Great Distinction)

Kristy Vanslyck, Moose Jaw
Marina Ann Vinek, Lloydminster
Jaret James Volk, White City

Jade Leanne Wagar, Saskatoon
(with Distinction and Honours in Marketing)
Jolene Maura Walston, Prince Albert
Hali Marie Ward, Glaslyn (with Distinction)
Cara Lei Waters, Saskatoon
Tamara Lynn Weber, Benson (with Distinction)
Cory Stanley Weiss, Saskatoon
Penny Ann White, Saskatoon
James Gordon Will, Mortlach
Russell Cory Willems, Waldheim (with Great Distinction)
Ryan Nevin Wilson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Shannon Eunice Wilson, Saskatoon
Tim Lane Wilson, Eatonia
Scott Joel Winkel, Humboldt
Daniel Gordon Wohlberg, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Angela Marie Wojcichowsky, Saskatoon
Scott David Wolfe, Rosthern (with Great Distinction)
Curtis Ashley Woloshyn, Mayfair
Sarah Jane Wormsbecker, Weyburn

Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Agricultural & Bioresource Engineering
Warren Todd Flesjer, Yorkton
Ryan Robert James, Semans
Dennis Peter Lammers, Macrorie (with Great Distinction)
Serena Ellen McIver, Watrous
William Clarence Roberts, Oyen, Alberta
Jared Shane Ward, Regina
Erin Lesley Welford, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Blair Nicholas Zoski, Sheho (with Distinction)

Civil Engineering
Ryan Martin Arnold, Maple Creek
Erin Dawn Baumgartner, Saskatoon
Ryan Frank Cadieux, Shaunavon (with Distinction)
Amber Leah Caswell, Swift Current
Jackie Kam Lung Chow, Saskatoon
Donald Kris Compton, Saskatoon
Ian David Currie, Moosomin
Trevor Glen Depeel, Saskatoon
Jessica Lee Faith, Saskatoon
Amy Rebecca Fehr, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Robert Murray Frank, Muenster
Carmen Louise Gardiner, Saskatoon
Archie Lloyd Gillies, Plato
Scott Daniel Golding, Prince Albert
Jesse Lee Grimson, Saskatoon
Joel Neil Hilderman, Wolseley (with Great Distinction)
Dylan Kirk Hunchak, Dalmeny
Megan Suzanne Johnson, Saskatoon
Stephen David Judd, Calgary
Sean Gordon Kilback, Regina
Eric James Kristjansson, Regina
Crystal Dawn Lacher, Moose Jaw
Weisun Bradford Li Pi Shan, Saskatoon
Gavin Wade McDonald, The Pas, Manitoba
Joanna Erin McMurchy, Regina
Geoffrey Terril Meinert, Saskatoon
Adam Ryan Miller, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Lisa Dawn Nehring, Battleford
Randal Scott Osicki, Melville
Richard Gilbert Pelletier, Duck Lake
Curtis Derrick Pippin, Saskatoon
Jennifer Lou-Ann Roste, Preeceville
Brent Joseph Rutten, Saskatoon
Chong Meng Sou, Vancouver, British Columbia
Daniel Robert Spray, Okla
Elizabeth Anne Stack, Saskatoon
Brennan Rudy Wiens, Herschel (with Distinction)
Frederick Rory Edward Willis, Saltcoats

Chemical Engineering
Nicole Susan Abs, Regina
Andrew Tyler Doolittle, Emerald Park
Bryan Mitchell Fetter, Leroy
Christie Lynn Gilbert, Saskatoon
Gaetan Guy Gobeil, Prince Albert
Treena Colleen Handfield, Saskatoon
Carrie Lynn Helman, Flin Flon, Manitoba
Ryan Campbell Johnson, Wilkie (with Great Distinction)
Tristan Michael Koroscil, Brandon, Manitoba
Rochelle Lee Lindberg, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Nadia Yaroslava Luciuk, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Tammy Marie Manz, Regina
Sumi Mark, Saskatoon
Jacqueline Joy Munkler, Saskatoon
Tamsin Jane Patience, The Pas, Manitoba
Cory Ray Rosolowich, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Karthik Panneer Selvam, New Delhi, India (with Distinction)
James Ronald Sitter, Indian Head (with Distinction)
Warren Thomas Templeman, Hope, British Columbia
Jared Floyd Tocher, Esterhazy (with Distinction)

Electrical Engineering
Colin Douglas Abernethy, Estevan
Colin Blake Alberts, Saskatoon
Kevin Jared Antony, Yorkton
Raul Piero Aquino-Meza, Edmonton, Alberta
Blake Harley Beckman, Saskatoon
Wesley Darrel Boden, Prince Albert
Brian Walter Boese, Redvers
Kristopher Chad Breen, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jordan Elliott Burt, Saskatoon

Wai Kwong Cheung, Hong Kong
Song Jin Chung, Saskatoon
Heather Eileen Clancy, Saskatoon
Justin Michael Claude, Saskatoon
Dwight Anthony Cooper, Handel
Jason Nicholas Court, Saskatoon

Wade Gary Dolton, Preeceville (with Distinction)
Roderick Calvin Eckdahl, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Craig Ryan Edmunson, Saskatoon

Lina Leonard Fang, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
(with Great Distinction)
Warren Thomas Ferguson, Paynton
Lane Aaron Fitzsimmons, Watrous
Dawn Marie Friesen, Kelvington

Wee Lian Goh, Muar, Malaysia (with Distinction)
Collene Fey Hansen, Langham
Patrick Russell Hayward, Tisdale
Jiehao Leo Huang, Shanghai, People's Republic of China

Scott Henry Janzen, Saskatoon
Christopher Lee Kajner, Iron River, Alberta
Shawna Lynn Karvonen, Rosetown
Stefan Mark Kendel, Saskatoon

André Lambert, Saskatoon
Darrell Keith Laturnas, Regina
Kwok Keung Lee, Vancouver, British Columbia

Kai-Fai Ng, Hong Kong
Siew-Yan Ng, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Adam Carl Ottley, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Paul Andrew Perrault, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Zuan Quoc Pham, Lethbridge, Alberta
Christian Michael Pitzel, Moose Jaw

Greg Quinn Sawatzky, Saskatoon
Zahid Shakoor, Sheikhupura, Pakistan
Kevin William Snodgrass, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Lee Nathan Sparrowhawk, Esterhazy
Stanislaw Stopka, Edmonton, Alberta
Ram Swaminathan, Chennai, India
Edmond Joel Syrenne, Saskatoon

Puay Keeh Tan, Singapore
Bryce Mitchell Thoen, Humboldt
Howie Kinh Hoai Truong, Saskatoon

Gregory Clayton Whittet, Regina Beach
Seng Sing Yii, Kuching, Malaysia
Rodney Darryl Yourkowski, Saskatoon

Jason Keith Zabolotney, Assiniboia

Engineering Physics
Thorarin Albert Bjarnason, Elfros (with Distinction)
Daron Joseph Chabot, Maple Creek
Kyle Christopher Cheston, Regina (with Distinction)
Joel David Cooper, Marsden (with Great Distinction)
Tonia Dawn Culham, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Alan Edward Falloon, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Robert Wyatt Forget, Saskatoon

Trenton David Hamilton, Weyburn
Kirk Douglas William Lamont, Wynyard
Sam Anthony Leitch, Saskatoon
Peter Rauno Marttala, Lumsden (with Great Distinction)
Tyler Richard Roschuk, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Christopher Zachary Roth, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Mark James Sherwood, Saskatoon
Regan George Wilks, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Geological Engineering
Janelle Rae Elaine Appleyard, Swift Current
Michael Ryan Bartsch, Saskatoon
Kimberlee Anne Bonokoski, Estevan
Robert Michael Dauk, Saskatoon
Adam Joseph Gmeinweser, Saskatoon
Dallas James Heisler, Saskatoon
Christopher Dominador Jamilano Klassen, Saskatoon
Jeremy Gordon Link, Coldstream, British Columbia
Erin Barbara Olauson, Saskatoon
Ingrid Deeann Sletmoen, Saskatoon
Chanda Lain Taylor, Estevan

Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan William Atkinson, Saskatoon
Michael Nolan Avery, Moose Jaw
Dean Curtis Ayres, Saskatoon
Jason Sol Baerg, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Christopher Louis Brillon, Fife Lake
Trevor Rae Burman, Atwater
Jason Edward Burtney, Saskatoon
Brent Nolan Carlson, Sturgis
Jane Martha Cavanagh, Lloydminster, Alberta (with Great Distinction)
Mark David Crittenden, Hudson Bay
David Geoffrey Crone, Regina
Timothy Neal Cross, Saskatoon
Terry Ryan Danku, Prairie River
Christopher Lee Fehr, Saskatoon
Michael Gerald Fernuk, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Stefano Fortunato Fortugno, Saskatoon
Blake Allen Frederickson, Theodore (with Distinction)
Brent Daniel Friess, Saskatoon
James Warren Gates, Nipawin
Sebastian Brent Gebhardt, Humboldt
Tyler Dean Gervais, Redvers
Andrew Mathias Hamilton, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kris Arlo Harvey, Wadena
Conner Dean Hillier, Ituna
Curtis Martin Howie, Kindersley
Gordon David Hundeby, Saskatoon
Peter Robert Korneluk, Saskatoon
Mikael Carl Torbjorn Larsson, Maidstone
Nolan James Macpherson, Aberdeen
Chad Ryan Mason, Cypress Hills
Anthony Theodore Mazzei, Colveville (with Distinction)
Lorena April Pashniak, Lloydminster
Nadia Anne Plumb, Victoria, British Columbia
Brandon Harvey Pratt, Birch Hills
Jeffrey Richard Riemer, Cranberry Portage, Manitoba
Shaun Paul Riome, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Paul Cameron Seipp, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Clint William Sheppard, Lucky Lake
Christy Dawn Skelton-Taylor, Rosetown
Geoffrey Boyd Stewart, Weyburn
Warren Glenn Suek, Humboldt (with Great Distinction)
Antony Stanley Vollmers, Nanaimo, British Columbia
Scott Joseph Welter, Saskatoon
Travis Kent Wiens, Kipling (with Great Distinction)
Jake Roy Zapshalla, Yorkton
Awards to Graduating Students

Agriculture

Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists Gold Medal to Tyler Eugene Russell
William Allen Memorial Prize in Agricultural Economics to Kareen Leigh Holtby
Saskatchewan Horticultural Association Prize to Laura Madeleine Billington
Frank Sosulski Graduation Prize in Crop Science and Plant Ecology to Tyler Eugene Russell

Commerce

The Goodspeed Award to Shea Zubkow
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Saskatchewan Prize in Memory of J.H. Thompson to Robin Klein
The Harold P. Milavsky Graduating Award to Shea Zubkow and Stacey Pearen

Engineering

The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Saskatchewan Gold Medal presented to Kristopher Chad Breen
The Civil Engineering Alumni Medal to Joel Neil Hilderman
Engineering Physics Distinguished Graduate Award to Joel David Cooper
Mechanical Engineering Distinguished Graduate Award to Travis Kent Wiens
Geological Engineering Distinguished Graduate Award to Kimberlee Anne Bonokoski
The Society of Chemical Industry, Canadian Section Merit Award to Nadia Yaroslava Luciuk
Oliver L. Symes Memorial Award to Erin Lesley Welford
The Clinton L. Armstrong Memorial Award presented to Erin Lesley Welford
The Electrical Engineering Achievement Award presented to Kristopher Chad Breen
Governor General's Silver Medal presented to Kristopher Chad Breen
Graduates of
Dentistry
Kinesiology
Medicine
Nursing
Pharmacy & Nutrition
Physical Therapy
Veterinary Medicine

Thursday, May 30
9:00 a.m.
Procession
The academic procession will enter the hall in the following order: Graduands in the order in which degrees are to be conferred; Faculty; Board of Governors; Senate; Guests of Honour; The President; The Chancellor.

O Canada
Blake Cumming

Invocation
Rabbi Roger Pavey, University Chaplain

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree
Diane Jones Konihowski, C.M., B.Ed.
Presented by Mark Tremblay
Dean, College of Kinesiology

Convocation Address
Diane Jones Konihowski

Musical Interlude
English Folk Song Suite, No. 3 March
“Folk Songs From Somerset”
by R. Vaughan Williams
The University Wind Orchestra
conducted by Glen Gillis

President’s Statement to the Graduands
Peter MacKinnon

Conferring of Degrees
Petition for Admission
Gordon Barnhart, University Secretary

Presentation of Graduands to the Chancellor
Dentistry presented by Acting Dean Stakiw
Kinesiology presented by Dean Tremblay
Medicine presented by Acting Dean Baker
Nursing presented by Dean Horsburgh
Nutrition presented by Division Head Berenbaum
Pharmacy presented by Dean Gorecki
Physical Therapy presented by Director Harrison
Veterinary Medicine presented by Dean Livingston

Admission to Degrees in Absentia

Presentation of Awards to the Most Distinguished Graduates
Gold Medal in Dentistry presented to Stephen Korol
The Dr. Gordon Garvie Prize in Kinesiology presented to Jodi Simpson
Lindsay Gold Medal in Medicine presented to Bryce James Laing
Lindsay Gold Medal in Nursing presented to Camille Rae-Anne Currie
Rutter Medal in Nutrition presented to Jennifer Dawn Stanger
Robert Martin Prize in Pharmacy presented to Jodi Lynne Franklin
Talmage E. Hunt Award in Physical Therapy presented to Jennifer Charmbury
Western College of Veterinary Medicine Faculty
Gold Medal presented to Simon Otto

Message from the University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association
Arlis M.A. McQuarrie, Alumni Association President

Concluding Remarks
Chancellor Molloy

God Save the Queen
Degrees

Doctor of Dental Medicine

Zuzanna Sabina Apel, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Beatrice Wing Yan Au, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Cameron Ernst Brauer, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Jagatjit Singh Dhillon, Saskatoon
Mandy Anita Dawn Eckert, Cabri (with Distinction)
Stephen Michael Korol, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Arlene Mae Kreklewich, Melville (with Distinction)
Ryan Anthony Lacoursiere, North Battleford (with Distinction)
Carla Ann Mandeville, Saskatoon
Allison Rae Mang, Regina (with Distinction)
Kendra Lynn Schick, Melville (with Distinction)
Aryn Lee Schmidt, Southey (with Distinction)
Jaroslav Sobstel, Saskatoon
Monica Deanne Taylor, Gravelbourg (with Distinction)
Michael Dean Wagner, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Paula Christine Winsor, Regina
William Wai-Lim Wong, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology

Brandon Ryley Acorn, Spruce Home
Jerrett Michael Alderson, Esterhazy
Wendi Kay Anderson, Watrous
Kelly Earl Bates, Humboldt
Robert Sean Berk, Saskatoon
Reid Cameron Bilben, Airdrie
Lindsay Rae Bothner, North Battleford (with Distinction)
Julie Ann Clark, Saskatoon
Jason Joseph Deis, Saskatoon
Jeffrey David Drinkle, Swift Current
Shannon Marie Duff, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Wade Graem Dupont, Maple Creek
Tara Leigh Eckert, Saskatoon
Michael James Elchuk, Saskatoon
Eleisa Dawn Emde, Saskatoon
Cory Ellwood Fleming, Saskatoon
Leanne Marie Rhonda Forgues, Esterhazy
Amanda Marie Grienert, Humboldt
Leo Paul Grosjean, North Battleford
Jody Aileen Hartley, Briercrest (with Great Distinction)
Scott Alan Hayes, Prince Albert
Nial John Helgason, Nipawin
Odessa Lauren Hewlko, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
Kristie Marie Helen Hill, Regina
Kurtis Gordon Hinz, Waldheim
Tjana Joy Isabel Jennett, Eatonia
Tanis Rae Koroluk, Yorkton (with Great Distinction)
Jeremy Fernand Ludovic Lacelle, Cadillac
Sharon Seyeun Lee, Saskatoon
Karen Elizabeth Macdonald, Battleford
Deon Philip Marquis, Lanigan
Shay Marie Metheral, Regina (with Distinction)
Darren Chad Mitchell, Kelliher
Wendy Wing-Yie Ng, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Rochelle Lyne Pavelich, Kenaston
David Charles Dustin Ralston, Lilooet
Gillian Joyce Reiter, North Battleford
Leanne Amanda Rommelaere, Moose Jaw
David Benjamin Sandomirsky, Hudson Bay
Twyla Dawn Schmidt, Saskatoon
Tara Leigh Senger, Unity
Jodi Lynn Simpson, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Brandy Lynn Smart, Armstrong, British Columbia
(with Distinction)
Michelle Brianne Smith, Saskatoon
Lana Lee Spelliscy, Elbow
Laura Lyn Spelliscy, Saskatoon
Amanda Lee Steer, Weyburn (with Distinction)
Gordon Randall Steeves, Regina
Jennifer Alexis Stephen, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jaimie Lindsay Stock, Saskatoon
Sasha Lauren Strelitch, Clavet (with Great Distinction)
Kelly Christine Swan, Lakeville, Michigan

Gillian Iris Taylor, Saskatoon
Amber Dawn Verreault, Saskatoon
Leanne Marie Zimmerman, St Gregor

Bachelor of Science in Medicine
Arup Michael Roy, Weyburn
Marcie Jean Ulmer, Davidson
Charlotte Jane Yong-Hing, Saskatoon

Doctor of Medicine
Lauren Aleta Allen, Prince Albert (with Great Distinction)
Jenifer Linda Ballen, Teulon, Manitoba
(with Great Distinction)
Vernon Kumar Behl, Punnichy (with Distinction)
Alexander Michael Bouzane, Saskatoon
Donna Margaret Cameron, Regina (with Great Distinction)
John Andrew Cesarz, Edmonton, Alberta (with Distinction)
Lina Sujata Chakrabarty, Regina (with Great Distinction)

Jason Kyle-Ming Chau, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Tadd Quentin Cherry, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Thomas Edward Deutscher, Saskatoon
Anita Dhir, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Clinton Jay Drever, Maple Creek (with Great Distinction)
Ryan Bret Eidsness, Watrous (with Distinction)
Mark Edward Fenton, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jonathan James Gamble, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Colin Robert Gebhardt, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Corina Lynn Getz, Lancer (with Distinction)
Michael Edward Goldney, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
Adriana Marina Gourgaris, Regina (with Distinction)

Bethany Jodeen Jackson, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Roxanne Elizabeth Kirsch, Middle Lake
(with Great Distinction)
Bryce James Laing, Leader (with Great Distinction)
Grant Michael Laxdal, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Mark Andrew Lees, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Carmen Rachelle Loewen, Saskatoon
Ian Rogers Lund, Saskatoon

Curtis Glenn MacDonald, Radville
Sapna Makhija, Vancouver, British Columbia
(with Distinction)
Anita Claire Malik, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Samaad Malik, Regina
Brett Farbod Memauri, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kristopher Gary Milbrandt, Yorkton (with Distinction)
Amol Mujoomdar, Edmonton, Alberta (with Distinction)
Patricia Anita Mykytiuk, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)

Sivaprakash Nair, Malaysia
Tiann Felicity O’Carroll, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Dennis Eumene Oh, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Shanna Mae Olson, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Bretta Jillian Partridge, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Satyam Rajnikant Patel, Regina (with Distinction)
Derek Shawn Pearson, Moose Jaw (with Great Distinction)
Lexy Cathryn Regush, Moosomin (with Great Distinction)
Arup Michael Roy, Weyburn (with Distinction)
Kerri Lynn Schellenberg, Hepburn (with Great Distinction)
Matthew Jude Schuck, Weyburn
Stuart James Skinner, Calgary, Alberta
   (with Great Distinction)
Thomas Doran Lewis Steeves, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
David Lyle Stoll, Neudorf (with Great Distinction)
Rennae Dawn Thiessen, Didsbury (with Great Distinction)
Christopher James Thomson, Pennant
   (with Great Distinction)
Marcie Jean Ulmer, Davidson (with Great Distinction)
Kristine Dawn Vogel, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Thomas Richard Wilson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Robert Allyn Woods, Eston (with Distinction)
Charlotte Jane Yong-Hing, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Wendy Lynn Adams, Langenburg (with Distinction)
Heather Louisa Anne Anderson, Prince Albert
Laurel Susan Arendt, Regina
Laurel Dawn Atkinson, Regina (with Distinction)
Nelia Moreira Bairos, Saskatoon
Ryan Michael Baliski, Saskatoon
Allison Lynn Barber, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Taryn Marla Barr, Regina
Leanne Marie Bautz, Middle Lake (with Distinction)
Tracey Favel Bear, Saskatoon
Joelle Rae Blais, Saskatoon
Amanda Lee Blender, Sturgis
Rena Marie Blondeau, Saskatoon
Christa Lynn Louise Boutin, Saskatoon
Elaine Luistro Ferraro Brecelj, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Alison Helen Brown, Saskatoon
Elizabeth Teresa Bryce-Szigli, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Christa Ann Burgess, Regina (with Distinction)
Lori Janel Buschman, North Battleford
Angela Marie Cable, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Aimee Dawn Carlson, Outlook (with Distinction)
Noelle Kimberly Casper, Yorkton (with Great Distinction)
Shauna Lea Chaikowsky, Yorkton
Deanna Lynn Charbonneau, Saskatoon
Jennifer Aimee Chartier, Battleford
Amber Lynn Chisholm, Kindersley
Cheryl Ann Cholewa, Prince Albert
Morgan Margaret Chow, Saskatoon
Melanie Catherine Christensen, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
Valerie Mary Churko, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Erin Paige Code, Saskatoon
Sarah Rose Crosby, Saskatoon
Camille Rae-Anne Currie, Eastend (with Great Distinction)
Jennifer Eve Maria Daigneault, Beauval
Mona Heather Dartige, Regina (with Distinction)
Christine Eleanor Dash, Esterhazy (with Distinction)
Anna-Liza de Guzman de Leon, Moose Jaw
   (with Distinction)
Robert Jason DeVries, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Erin Rosalind Diero, Davidson
Deanna Lee Dunville, Saskatoon
Lisa Dianne Dynna, Regina
Roxanne Marie Eischen, Meota
Jackie Michelle Ellis, Ebenezer
Melissa Dawn Erhardt, Stornoway
Karen Louise Erickson, Shell Lake
Bernadette Mary Ernst, Wadena
Darla Coreen Farrell, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Fabiola Donny Fontaine, Saskatoon
Herbert Patrick Grant Fraser, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Lori Lynn Frohaug, Saskatoon
Michael Robert Fry, Regina (with Distinction)
Kandice Marie Fyson, Perdue

Sarah Lynn Gatzke, Watrous (with Distinction)
Lisa Joy Gerlinsky, Maidstone
Trisha Ann Girling, Saskatoon
Aden Glaizghi, Saskatoon
Gwendolyn Marie Goll, Meadow Lake
Virginia Lynn Gulka, Preeceville

Naomi Leigh Hagen, Loreburn
Lisa Jo Hamernick, Calgary, Alberta
Jennifer Dawn Hareuther, Saskatoon
Cara Lynn Harkness, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Maureen Ella Harrison, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jeffrey Chad Hauser, Regina (with Distinction)
Kara Ann Hauser, Moose Jaw (with Distinction)
Marla Leanne Hein, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jocelyn Carmel Heinbigner-Warkentin, Warman
Rhonda Joy Henry, Prince Albert
Sarah Louise Hogg, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Amy Joanna Holden, Regina (with Distinction)
Kristin Marissa Holland, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Shari Daniay Hominuke, Redvers (with Great Distinction)
Cara Berdette Hooker, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Armelle Nicole Horbach, Wilkie
Nicole Doris Houjet, Prud'homme
Melinda May Hudell, Fort Qu'Appelle

Dianna Christina Jackson, Rockglen
Kelli Ann Jakubowski, Saskatoon
Amanda Marie Jenish, Estevan (with Distinction)
Amy Nicole Jullion, Edam (with Distinction)

Poonam Kaur Kaloti, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Dana Marie Kennard, Saskatoon
Stacey Ann Knoss, Rockglen
Kristyn Rachelle Kotelko, Saskatoon
Odette Zena Krauss, Saskatoon
Angela Marie Kubiak, Regina
Marguerite Emily Michelle Kuzma, Lethbridge, Alberta (with Distinction)

Jeannine Anne Louise LeBlanc, Domrémy
Christine Angela Lenz, Oxbow
Kristy Lauren Leonard, Naicam
Kristy Raeleen Lilburn, Kyle (with Great Distinction)
Vivian Faith Lonethunder, Regina
Odile Marie Longpre, Regina
Marilee Esther Lowe, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Jana Lee Lowey, Saskatoon

Erin Courtenay Maciel, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Mitsy Francis McCaw, Whitewood (with Distinction)
Karen Ruth McIntyre, Balderson, Ontario (with Distinction)
Lynde Elizabeth McKinley, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Michelle Lynn Mek, Regina
Clayton Andrew Mile, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Janice Leanne Morton, Regina (with Distinction)

Kim Thu Nguyen, Saskatoon
Amanda Maria Niedzielski, Yorkton (with Great Distinction)
Amanda Pauline Nowoselski, Saskatoon

Lesley Jade Odermatt, Saskatoon
Cindy Ann Olexson, Saskatoon
Dinah Michelle Olson, Spalding

Stacey Lee Palm, Carrot River (with Great Distinction)
Natalie Anne Pelletier, North Vancouver, British Columbia (with Great Distinction)
Kelly Leanne Penz, Waldheim (with Great Distinction)
Michelle Marie Perreault, Hoey (with Great Distinction)
Jennifer Nadine Pomfrey, Regina
Marcie Anne Pushee, Mayfair

Carrie Lee Robertson, Regina
Katrina Lynn Robinson, Maryfield
Shelley April Rosengren, Midale (with Distinction)
Tricia Anne Ruhr, Regina

Janna Rose Sander, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Lisa Dawn Schmidt, Neudorf
Melody Joy Schmidt, Lang
Joelle Kristi Schoenfeld, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Michelle Caroline Schulhauser, Cupar
Stephanie Tara Scott, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Carla Francesca Sculli, Saskatoon
Cindy Sue Ann Sharpe, Yorkton (with Distinction)
Erinn Leah Shiplack, Regina
Kara Lin Shipman, Saskatoon
James Stewart Simpson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Coralie Patricia Spratt, Melfort (with Distinction)
Heidi Marie Stang, Macklin (with Distinction)
Kathryn Ann Lindsay Stevens, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Constance Marie Swarbrick, Unity (with Distinction)
Michele Angela Swiatecki, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
Amanda Carol Szydlowski, Porcupine Plain
Meena Shanti Thakurdeen, Saskatoon
Celestee Lynn Trach, Canora
Lani Dee Turner, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Michelle Heather van Nes, Prince Albert
   (with Great Distinction)
Terri-Lynn Villeneuve, Makwa
Kristyn Chantelle Wesa, Regina
Susanna Joy Wiemken, Saskatoon
Shannon Marie Willard, Central Butte
Raylene Dawn Witt, Saskatoon
Rosalie Ann Wudrick, Saskatoon
Denise Noelle Zawada, North Battleford
Deanna Marie Zimmerman, Englefeld (with Distinction)
Leah Jayne Zimmerman, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Kirsten Marie Deutscher, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Jennifer Jane Dickie, Kipling (with Distinction)
Andrea Nicole Gillies, Plato
Tanya Monette Griffore, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
Janice Lynn Hayden, Mortlach (with Great Distinction)
Heather Mary Hynes, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Wan Yin Lai, Saskatoon
Dana Colleen Leech, Glenavon (with Distinction)
Glenda Marie O’Grady, Neilburg
Adine Renee Oxelgren, Weyburn
Catherine Jean Sakowsky, Lashburn
Richelle Katherine Sereda, Regina
Tania Lynn Soutar, Regina
Theodosia Natasha Stadnyk, Humboldt
Jennifer Dawn Stanger, Drumheller, Alberta
   (with Great Distinction)
Steven James Taylor, Swift Current
Cheryl Anne Thiessen, Warman
Mandy Elissa Waring, Thompson, Manitoba
Hoi Yan Woo, Hong Kong

Bachelor of Science in Nutrition

Amber Lynn Anderson, Francis
Jaclyn Dawn Arthur, Redvers
Heather Maria Boensch, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Joanne Shelley Calvert, Moose Jaw
Pei-Ching Cheng, Vancouver, British Columbia
Angela Joy Clatworthy, Craven (with Distinction)

Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy

Amy May Becker, Airdrie, Alberta
Brent Jay Bjarnarson, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Janelle Nicole Bowman, Regina (with Distinction)
Myla Dawn Bulych, Vibank
Katherine Denise Cratty, Rosetown
Dawn Michelle Dalen, Calgary, Alberta
   (with Great Distinction)
Erin Maria DeLaet, Weyburn (with Distinction)
Carol Rebecca Dexter, North Battleford
Renée Michelle Dugas, Saskatoon
Lisa Jacqueline Emisch, Naicam (with Great Distinction)
Lisa Jayne Ferguson, Weyburn (with Distinction)
Leah Michelle Flynn, Swift Current
Marsha Marie Foley, Coronach (with Distinction)
Rachel Janet Foley, Shellbrook (with Distinction)
Vivien Yee-Man Fong, Moose Jaw
Jodi Lynne Franklin, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Anna-Marie Fric, White Rock, British Columbia (with Distinction)

Maggie Anne Georgy, Sault Ste Marie, Ontario
Christina Marie Gerein, Prince Albert
Kelli Roberta Gerrard, Southey
Jennifer Lynn Gibson, Carragana
Janice Louise Box Graham, Saskatoon

Kyla Dianne Harris, Prince Albert
Karen Lynn Hendry, Regina (with Distinction)
Jennifer Lisa Howe, Foam Lake (with Great Distinction)
Duong Duc Huynh, Saskatoon

Sasha Monique Jones, Sherwood Park, Alberta (with Distinction)

Spiridon Kangles, Regina
Sameer Mahesh Kapadia, Regina
Amrita Khanna, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Robert John Kindzierski, Rocanville (with Distinction)
Petra Marie Kirchgesner, Saskatoon

Chi Thi-Kim Le, Saskatoon
Alfred Soongnyeong Lee, Saskatoon
Sabrina Leonardis, Regina
Adrienne J Lindblad, Saskatoon
Xia Lu, Edmonton, Alberta

Donna Marilyn Mark, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
David Christopher Murza, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Dwain Patrick Nottebrock, Saskatoon

Kendra Elizabeth Pernsky, Kenora, Ontario (with Great Distinction)
Stella Thuy Phuong Pham, Saskatoon
Warren Michael Pilsner, Saskatoon

Nadia Qureshi, Regina (with Distinction)
Barbara Ann Rea, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jacqueline Mary Anna Russell, Carrot River (with Distinction)
Puja Sharma, Saskatoon
Jamie Lynn Silzer, Regina
Shawna Rae Stephenson, Weyburn
Victor Kwokyin Sue, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Nora Michelle Sydoruk, Krydor
Carlee Rae Thorsen, Prince Albert
Michaeline Raye Todoschuk, Yorkton (with Distinction)
Sheryl Dawn Tomney, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Tammy Christine Trischuk, Saskatoon

Jesse Ryan Wall, Saskatoon
Trent Riley Walsh, Yorkton
Shaun Ross Wiebe, Saskatoon
Holly Gaye Willetts, Flin Flon, Manitoba
Jason Michael Ernest Williams, Maple Creek
Tammie Carmen Wilson, Moose Jaw
Kelly Dawn Wizniak, Yorkton
Marie Wendy Wong, Regina
Shirley Suk Wah Wong, Saskatoon
Amanda Dawn Woytas, Regina

Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy

Leticia Lynn Aspinall, Estevan (with Distinction)
Tracy Cora-ly Bigalky, Lipton
Craig Michael Blechinger, Muenster (with Distinction)
Lisa Denine Bourassa, Radville (with Distinction)

Jennifer Amy Charmbury, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Ian Michael DeBack, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Chantelle Marie Debienne, Saskatoon
Trevor Alan Donald, Star City (with Distinction)
Christie Mary Haberlach, Saskatoon
Jana Brook Hambleton, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Jody Aileen Hartley, Briercrest (with Distinction)
Staci Rhea Hoffman, Prince Albert (with Great Distinction)

Cathryn Diane Jones, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Fatima Anne Juma, Weyburn

Wendy Jane Loback, Saskatoon

Carmen Dawn MacAngus, Battleford
Lesia Lynn Makowsky, Canora
Kimberly Ann Mantei, Weyburn (with Distinction)
Andrea Gayle Martens, Warman

Uyen Hoang Nguyen, Saskatoon

Jamie Chong How Ong, Saskatoon

Nadejda Dimitrova Peeva, Saskatoon

Juliet Katharine Sarjeant, Saskatoon
    (with Great Distinction)
Candra Elin Sexton, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Melanie Joy Shevkenek, Saskatoon

Crystal Anne Tomanek, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Sarah Lynn Ulmer, Bethune (with Distinction)

Christopher Thomas Wiechnik, Consort, Alberta
    (with Distinction)
Amy McKenzie Wilcox, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Andrea Lynn Willenborg, St. Benedict

Megan Kathleen Seward Bergman, Arnes, Manitoba
Alison Leanore Boyd, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Alexandra Kelso Bratton, London, Ontario
Darren Scott Bridge, Hamiota, Manitoba
A. Lynn Brooks-Holtz, Fort Macleod, Alberta
Sharon Ellen Bruce, Delta, British Columbia

Brandy Amber Catton, Bird's Hill, Manitoba
Melodie Won-U Chan, Burnaby, British Columbia
    (with Distinction)
Teresa Cheng, Burnaby, British Columbia
Melanie Eve Conard, Lethbridge, Alberta (with Distinction)
Kevin Lorne Cosford, Regina (with Distinction)
Kim Carolyn Crisanti, Calgary, Alberta
    (with Great Distinction)

Crystal Marie Deyo, Moose Jaw

Tara Renee Edwards, Edmonton, Alberta
    (with Great Distinction)
Tammy Louise Elliott, Okotoks, Alberta

Joanne Marie Fagnou, Saskatoon
Scott Donald Flamme, Carievale
Heather Irene Fraser, Barriere, British Columbia
Loretta Jane Fritz, Shaunavon
Jessica Dawne Fuchs, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Laureen Pamela Hall, Didsbury, Alberta
Genevieve Michelle Hammond, Victoria, British Columbia
    (with Distinction)
Brian William James Heide, Cremona, Alberta
Carla Dee Hicks, Mortlach
Stacey Lee Huchkowsky, Saskatoon

Amanda Catherine Jeroski, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Izabela Malgorzata Juzwiak, Calgary, Alberta

Graham Jeffrey Keys, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)

Craig Clement Lamarsh, Calgary, Alberta
Andrew Keith Jordan Linklater, Saskatoon
Carla Michelle Loewen, Stuartburn, Manitoba
Sheri Lynne Lund, Elkhorn, Manitoba

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Jacob Adserballe, Saskatoon

Katherine Renée Ball, Regina
Jason Anthony Barton, Kelowna, British Columbia
Jody Ann Bennett, Edmonton, Alberta
Christopher John Berezowski, Prince Albert

University of Saskatchewan
Timothy John Maarhuis, Chilliwack, British Columbia
Kevin James MacAulay, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Gillian Sarah Mackie, Hughenden, Alberta
Christine Louise Martens, Swift Current
Wendy May McClelland, Pincher Creek, Alberta
Jody Lee McMurray, Terrace, British Columbia
Natasha Kaye Mutlow, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Simon James Garfield Otto, Warner, Alberta
(With Great Distinction)
Jeffrey Matthew Person, Calahoo, Alberta
Heidi Genevieve Rebecca Peta, Edmonton, Alberta
(with Distinction)
Natalie Vanessa Preikschat, White City
Jillian Leigh Preston, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Colin Mark Radom, Richmond, British Columbia
Suma Reed, Squamish, British Columbia
Rebecca Wynn Robertson, Williams Lake, British Columbia
(with Great Distinction)
Jeremy Cyril Ross, Estevan
Tara Elisabeth Christine Sager, Calgary, Alberta
Jodie Marie Laine Santarossa, Sherwood Park, Alberta

Lisa Greer Sarvas, Biggar
Julie Theresa Schell, Calgary, Alberta
Justin Donald Sewell, Fort St John, British Columbia
Carly Anne Simpson, Miami, Manitoba (with Distinction)
Stephen Alexander Simpson, Winnipeg, Manitoba
(with Distinction)
Marie Julia Slipiec, Gronlid
Lesley Mavis Smordin, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Clarissa Ann Snyder, Edmonton, Alberta
Rachael Anne Spence, Edmonton, Alberta (with Distinction)

Yvonne Tiessens, Saskatoon

Jane Jacoba Vermeulen, Vancouver Island, British Columbia

Carmen Ethel Walter, Spiritwood
Paula Odette Wiebe, Burns Lake, British Columbia
(with Great Distinction)
Fran Marie Wirtz, Regina
Gregory Michael Woodard, Cassils, Alberta
Brian Albert Wormald, Saskatoon
Sherry May Wurtz, Alexander, Manitoba
Awards to Graduating Students

Dentistry
College of Dentistry Gold Medal to Stephen Korol
Canadian Dental Association President's Award to
  Zuzanna Apel

Kinesiology
The Dr. Gordon Garvie Prize to Jodi Simpson

Medicine
Lindsay Gold Medal to Bryce James Laing

Nursing
W.S. Lindsay Gold Medal in Nursing to
  Camille Rae-Anne Currie
Royal University Hospital Auxiliary Bedside Nursing Award
to Stephanie Tara Scott
Harcourt Brace Health Sciences Award to
  Sarah Louise Hogg
Pearson Education Canada Book Award to
  Marilee Esther Lowe
University of Saskatchewan College of Nursing Alumni
  Award to Melanie Catherine Christensen
Yvonne Brown Award for Nursing Excellence to
  Camille Rae-Anne Currie and Cara Lynn Harkness
Mrs. Jean A. Leech-Porter Prize in Obstetrics to
  Amanda Maria Niedzielski

Nutrition
Rutter Medal to Jennifer Dawn Stanger
Ruth Gerrand Prize to Janice Lynn Hayden
Hannon Travel Scholarships to Richelle Katherine Sereda
  and Theodosia Natasha Stadnyk

Pharmacy
Robert Martin Prize to Jodi Lynne Franklin
Saskatchewan Pharmaceutical Association Gold Medal to
  Jodi Lynne Franklin
Campbell Prize to Kendra Elizabeth Pernsky
Bristol-Myers Squibb Award in Pharmacy to
  Jennifer Lisa Howe
Orest Buchko Hospital Pharmacy Award to
  Dawn Michelle Dalen
Carter-Horner Award to Jodi Lynne Franklin
Class of '56 Memorial Scholarship to
  Jason Michael Ernest Williams
Class of 1959 Pharmacy Award to Adrienne J Lindblad
C.Ph.A./Apotex/P.A.C.E. Future Leader Award (National) to
  Robert John Kindzierski
Mark C. Falloon Book Prize to Carlee Rae Thorsen
Ramsey Postgraduate Fellowship to
  Kendra Elizabeth Pernsky
S.Ph.A./Apotex/P.A.C.E. Future Leader Award (Provincial)
  to Myla Dawn Bulych and David Christopher Murza
Wyeth Award of Excellence to Kelly Dawn Wizniak
Dean's Honor Roll to Christina Marie Gerein, Jennifer Lisa
  Howe, Robert John Kindzierski and Jacqueline Mary
  Anna Russell

Physical Therapy
Talmage E. Hunt Award to Jennifer Charmbury
Canadian Physiotherapy Association Prize to Staci Hoffman
Joan Eaton Memorial Award to Staci Hoffman
Canadian Physiotherapy Cardio-Respiratory Society Prize
to Jennifer Charmbury
J. Manton Award to Wendy Loback
V.J. Cottrell Award to Fatima Juma

Veterinary Medicine
Western College of Veterinary Medicine Faculty Gold
  Medal to Simon Otto
Graduates of
Education
Graduate Studies & Research

Thursday, May 30
2:00 p.m.
Convocation Program
May 30, 2002 • 2:00 p.m.
Chancellor W. Thomas (Tom) Molloy, O.C., Q.C., LL.B., B.A. presiding

Procession
The academic procession will enter the hall in the following order: Graduands in the order in which degrees are to be conferred; Faculty; Board of Governors; Senate; Guests of Honour, The President; The Chancellor.

O Canada
Blake Cumming

Invocation
Ms. Laurie Friesen, University Chaplain

President’s Address
President Peter MacKinnon

Musical Interlude
English Folk Song Suite, No. 3 March
"Folk Songs From Somerset"
by R. Vaughan Williams
The University Wind Orchestra
conducted by Glen Gillis

Conferring of Degrees
Petition for Admission
Gordon Barnhart, University Secretary

Presentation of Graduands to the Chancellor
Education presented by Dean Jacknicke and Assistant Dean Fram
Graduate Studies and Research presented by Acting Dean Wishart and Associate Dean Dyck

Admission to Degrees in Absentia

Presentation of Awards to the Most Distinguished Graduates
Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation Prize presented to Cynthia Clarke
Governor General’s Gold Medal presented to Jonathan Albert Fugelsang

Distinguished Researcher Award
Ali H. Rajput, O.C., S.O.M., M.B., B.S., M.S., FRCPC
Presented by Michael Corcoran, Vice-President (Research)

Message from the University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association
Arlis M.A. McQuarrie, Alumni Association President

Concluding Remarks
Chancellor Molloy

God Save the Queen
Degrees

Bachelor of Education

Jaime Allison Ackerman, Moose Jaw
Aaron Wayne Adair, Saskatoon
Krystal Dawn Adamus, Saskatoon
Kathy Lee Amy, Saskatoon
Angela Sharon Anderson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Wendi Kay Anderson, Watrous
Paola Beatriz Arevalo-Kobussen, Los Andes, Chile
Robert Twyn Armstrong, Saskatoon
Heather Marie Ast, Saskatoon
Trisha Leigh Auten, Saskatoon
Kathryn Jane Baerg, Souris, Manitoba (with Distinction)
Kim Patricia Baird, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Brita Meaghan Baranieski, Speers (with Distinction)
Crystal Lynn Barnes, Saskatoon
Crystal Carrie Rita Bate, Saskatoon
Kelly Earl Bates, Humboldt
Trevor William Edward Bates, Humboldt
Terry Lee Bayliss, Carnduff (with Distinction)
Teresa Lynn Bear, Saskatoon
Erin Marie Beck, Allan
Melissa Margaret Becker, Eatonia (with Distinction)
Renée Lynette Bellmore, Saskatoon
Alison Dawn Bergerman, Prince Albert
Shelley Roxanne Bettker, Saskatoon
Melissa Sue Bieleusch, Lloydminster, Alberta
Stanley Gordon Bird, Cochin
Robin Nicole Blachford, Colonsay
Sheri Dawn Blackman, Prince Albert
Braden Denver Blackmon, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Evan Brent Bloomfield, Hawarden
Kathleen Susan Boardman, Saskatoon
Brigitte Natalie Boutin, Debden (with Distinction)
Katerina Michelle Braun, North Battleford
Carissa Dawn Broda, Saskatoon
Kelly Dawn Buchanan, Prince Albert
Jenelle Delea Bullerwell, Cut Knife
Sharon Gail Burns, Prince Albert
Judy Lynn Butler, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Adam Sebastian Byblow, Saskatoon
Carolyn Dawn Campbell, Star City
Dorothy Annette Campbell, Loon Lake
Margaret Rose Campbell, Glaslyn
Susan Elizabeth Campbell, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Marianne Cheryl Cardinal, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jennifer Lynn Carlson Bakken, Archerwill (with Distinction)
Amy Lynn Carriere, Prince Albert
Rebecca Claire Carriere, Saskatoon
Eric John Cawood, North Battleford
Kim Michael Chamagne, Saskatoon
Alvina Daisy Charles, Saskatoon
Darren Scott Chernishenko, Saskatoon
Dana Rae Childerhose, Saskatoon
Brian Sean Clark, Saskatoon
Dagan Mallary Steeves Clark, Saskatoon
Cynthia Lynne Clarke, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Daniel Stanley Clarke, Saskatoon
Sally Ann Cochrane, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Lona Lorraine Cockrum, Meadow Lake (with Distinction)
Jayne Louise Collison, Saskatoon
Nicole Jo Anne Conway, Pilot Butte
Stephanie Renae Cook, Saskatoon
Arliiss Dean Couillonneur, Canoe Lake First Nation
Brent Tyler Cox, Wilk
Cory Glenn Cox, Warman
Catherine Mary May Crompton, White City
Kevin Frederick Cumming, Springside
Karen Marie Danchilla, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Jason Joseph Deis, Saskatoon
Coryn Diane Digness, Melville (with Distinction)
Kristine Michelle Divall, Vanscoy
Christopher Michael Doepker, Saskatoon
Deborah Lynn Donaldson, Saskatoon
Lauren Kathryn Dowd, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kimberly Dawn Draghici, Pilot Butte
Jason James Dubray, Saskatoon
Christopher Wade Dumelie, Glentworth
Heidi Richelle Duncan, Cutknife
Laura Jean Dunlop, Battleford (with Distinction)
Christine Ann Dunn, Melfort (with Distinction)
Marian Elizabeth Dunville, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Wade Graem Dupont, Maple Creek
Dawn Heather Dust, Bruno

Christopher Douglas Ebach, North Battleford
(with Distinction)
Dana Rochelle Ebach, North Battleford (with Distinction)
Tara Leigh Eckert, Saskatoon
Christopher Lee Ellis, Dinsmore
Natasha Lynn Ens, Saskatoon
Margaret Mary Epp, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Candice Dawn Erixon, Porcupine Plain
Sonya Ann Ermine, Sturgeon Lake First Nation
(with Distinction)
Colette Elizabeth Exner, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Debra Lee Faller, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Tammy Lynne Fedorak, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Kristie Ann Fehr, Swift Current
Kyla Leigh Fennig, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
(with Distinction)
Tara Lynn Findlay, North Battleford
Michelle Raye Fischer, Hodgeville
Joanne Marie Fitch, Prince Albert
Darryl Flett, Cumberland House
Lisa Marie Fofonoff, Saskatoon
Jennifer Lee Fox, Swift Current (with Distinction)
Tamara Marina Gypsy Franklin, Saskatoon
Jennifer Marie Fuentes, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Chad Ryan Fyke, Saskatoon

Carrie Heather Gaboury, Paradise Hill
Gail Delores Gardiner, Beauval (with Distinction)
Sherry Dawn Gardipy, Beardy's First Nation
Joann Lynn Gaudry, Prince Albert
Sylvia Marie Gervais, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Robert Murray Gibson, Saskatoon
Taryn Lee Giesbrecht, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jody Alexander Glines, Saskatoon
Gillian Lonnelle Goheen, Saskatoon

Tanja Valerie Gossner, Muenster
Cory Dale Ryan Gowen, Rosetown
Kelly Mark Graham, Prince Albert
Scott Everett Graham, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Sean Daniel Grant, Saskatoon
Natalie Joy Greenbank, Wawota
Olivia Marie Greenwood, Saskatoon
Leo Paul Grosjean, North Battleford

James Earl Hails, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Amy Lee Halderman, Humboldt
Rebecca Leah Hall, Lashburn
Amanda Joy Haugen, Outlook (with Distinction)
Scott Andrew Hawley, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kandice May Heinrichs, Wakaw
Tracy Lee Heitt, Unity
Jill Coreen Helgason, Saskatoon
Kelsa Marie Henry, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Charlene Mae Herman, Sucker River Reserve
(with Distinction)
Jennifer Marie Herrod, Saskatoon
Lisa Marlene Heskin, Saskatoon
Robert Ann Leslee Hilkehich, Saskatoon
Michael David Holaday, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kara Lee Holowach, Penticton, British Columbia
(with Distinction)
Erin Cheryl Hoscheit, Martensville (with Distinction)
Kenneth James Howlett, Yorkton (with Distinction)
Mark Thomas Hulshof, Lower Sackville, Nova Scotia
(with Distinction)
Mark Anthony Humen, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Corrie Joleen Hunt, Tisdale (with Distinction)
Ryan Neil Hvidston, Saskatoon

Natalie May Jesney, Spiritwood
Sherri Marie Jetzke, Bengough (with Distinction)
Dorothy Margaret Johnstone, Saskatoon

Jamie Lynn Kanz, North Battleford
Amy Lee Karpinka, Saskatoon
Dustin Lee Kasun, North Battleford
Somanta Regin Khan, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Warren Mark Kirilenko, Saskatoon
Adele Irene Kirwan, Swift Current
Darren Colin Kitsch, Saskatoon
Chad Arnold Knaus, LeRoy
Bradley James Knudsen, Saskatoon
Danielle Elise Knutson, Saskatoon
Denise Marie Knutson, Eston
Chad Christopher Koberinski, Wynyard
Denette Janelle Koenig, Beaty (with Distinction)
Alla Kojolianko, Saskatoon
Theresa Au Ying Kom, Saskatoon
Johnson Wai Kit Kong, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Tracey Lynn Kowalchuk, Saskatoon
Jessica Mae Kozak, Calgary, Alberta (with Distinction)
Jordan Lee Krawchuk, Saskatoon
Todd Andrew Kuffner, Saskatoon
Petrica Kayla-Jean Kuntz, Foam Lake

Cheryl Vanessa Lanski, Bradwell (with Distinction)
Jolyn Danelle LaPointe, Saskatoon
Jolene Jean Lapsiuk, Saskatoon
Trevor Kent Latham, Wawota
Nicole Michelle Rose Lavallee, Vernon, British Columbia (with Distinction)
Roxanne Sebrina Laverdiere, Swift Current (with Distinction)
Pauline Candace Lehouillier, Debden
Jenelle Lynn Lepp, Glenbush (with Distinction)
Michelle Renee Lesser, Waldheim
Joan Veronica Lewandoski, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Shawn Andrew Joseph Lewandoski, Saskatoon
Karen LaReine Little-Wood, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Meredith Rae Lloyd, Flin Flon, Manitoba
Robin Danette Lockinger, Saskatoon
Murray Frank Long, Saskatoon
Joanne Rose Longneck, Saskatoon
Carmen Jean Loranger, Meadow Lake
Janel Leigh Lowe, Torquay

Karen Elizabeth Macdonald, Battleford
Garnette Jane MacGillivray, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Theresa Elizabeth Macnab, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
Lindsay Blair MacQuarrie, Saskatoon
Leona Linette Magnes, Nokomis
Melissa Dawn Mah, Swift Current (with Distinction)
Lesley Dawn Mahoney, Tisdale (with Distinction)
Lea-Ann Maier, Meadow Lake
Lisa Marie Maier, Saskatoon
Derrick William Malinchuk, Kelowna, British Columbia
Heidi Tai Marchant, Eatonia (with Distinction)
Deon Philip Marquis, Lanigan
Jeffrey Scott Marshall, Victoria, British Columbia
Michele Nicole Marshall, Saskatoon
Melanie Caroline Sheila Martell, Saskatoon
Jennifer Jane Martin, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Lisa Deanne Martin, Prince Albert
Kimberly Jill Mathies, Hepburn
Jamie Lynn Matsalla, Canora (with Distinction)
Melanie Joyce Maxin, Saskatoon
Donna Virginia McAuley, Cumberland House
Traci Leigh-Anne McDougall, Prince Albert
Correne Cecelia McLennan, Davidson
Marlene Elizabeth McKay, Cumberland House (with Distinction)
Caileen Erinn Neva McKeague, Saskatoon
Erin Elizabeth McLeod, Prince Albert
Nancy McLeod, Pelican Narrows
Emilie Suzanne McMorrow, Warman
Jana Marie McMurphy, Saskatoon
Bonita Louise Mechor, Prud’homme (with Distinction)
Chantelle Leanne Medernach, Cudworth
Curtis Blake Meier, Saskatoon
Brant Joel Melle, Medicine Hat, Alberta
Shirley Anne Merasty, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kristianna Mercredi, La Ronge (with Distinction)
Michelle Lee Mertz, Middle Lake (with Distinction)
Wendy Elizabeth Mielke, Beechy (with Distinction)
Camille Denise Mievre, Tisdale
Charity Dawn Miller, Moosomin
Kelsea Daun Miller, Saskatoon
Lesley Rose Miller, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Tara Dawn Miller, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Elsie Anne Mills, Saskatoon
Roberta Patsy Mills, Frenchman Butte (with Distinction)
Leah Lynn Minarik, Esterhazy (with Distinction)
Amanda Joseé Mitchell, Nipawin
Paul Gregory Mitchell, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jill Patricia Monahan, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Darlene Beatrice Morin, Pelican Narrows
David Guy Morin, Nipawin (with Distinction)
Pearl Carol Munro-Sutherland, Saskatchewan
Dawn Marie Murray, Dinsmore
Melissa Ann Mushka, Saskatoon

Kevin Dean Nelson, Saskatoon
Andrew Alfred Nesdoly, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Marvin Netmaker, Big River First Nations
Jason Robert Neville, North Battleford
Patrick Timothy Nixon, Saskatoon
Tanya Karmel Norman, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Nicole Marcie Normand, Prud’homme
Kristy Danette Novak, Melville (with Distinction)
Stacey Mary-Anne Nunweiler, Kindersley

Tarra Dalene Elizabeth Olson, Loon Lake
Carla Jean Omani, Wahpeton Dakota Nation

Brandi Lee Panasiuk, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Efthyia Effie Papageorgakopoulou, Saskatchewan
Charlene Lorena Parkinson, North Battleford
Mandy Lynn Peakman, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Andrea Jill Pearce, Rosetown
Lisa Rose Pederson, Martensville (with Distinction)
Diane Lynn Peekeekoot, Prince Albert
Kari-Lyn Natalie Pelech, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Mark Lynn Pelly, Saskatoon
Kathy Jean Perkins, Nipawin
Judy Lynne Perrin, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Nicole Alice Person, Canwood (with Distinction)
Megan Jo Peter, Meadow Lake (with Distinction)
Kara Marie Petterson, Maidstone (with Distinction)
Jenna Suzanne Piché, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Gail Frances Pilot, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Troy Steven Pilot, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Natalie Jan Pinder, Saskatoon
Leanne Rae Pinel, Saskatoon
Daniel Omer Poirier, Duck Lake (with Distinction)
Randi-Lee Louella Pool, Unity

Lyle Andrew Popovic, Saskatoon
Rochelle Jill Porten, LeRoy
Jennifer Jolene Prosko, Archerwill
Stacey Leanne Pruden, Battleford
Dee Lindsay Pyra, Saskatoon
Shelley Lynne Quiring, Calgary

Miranda Charmaine Rafoss, Saskatchewan
Kimberly Marie Rawlick, Yorkton (with Distinction)
Dustin Martin Reekie, Saskatchewan
Ryan Kolby Reid, Vernon, British Columbia
Jennifer Aaron Reis, Saskatoon
Patrick Gordon Richards, Saskatchewan
Sandra Leigh Richelhoff, Major (with Distinction)
Bruno Robert Richter, Kitchener, Ontario
Laura Anne Riffel, Saskatoon
Katherine Jane Roberts, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Karin Magdalena Robidoux, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Roberta Kary-Ann Ross, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Lori Dee Rosvold, Nipawin
Jody Lynn Rourke, Regina
William James Rowluck, Birch Hills (with Distinction)
Darwin George Roy, La Ronge (with Distinction)

David Alan Saccucci, Saskatchewan
Kimberly Carol Sample, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Heidi Anne Sandberg, Saskatchewan (with Distinction)
Loralee Marie Sander, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Todd Curtis Sander, Saskatoon
David Benjamin Sandomirsky, Hudson Bay
Daniel Glenn Sarahs, Saskatoon
Lanny David Saretzky, Burr
Colleen Glen Sawdey, Saskatoon
Daniel Jason Schick, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Twyla Dawn Schmidt, Saskatoon
Michelle Florence Schneider, Lanigan
Tara Leigh Senger, Unity
Kari Lynn Seymour, Saskatoon
Theresa Carol Shantz, Guernsey (with Distinction)
Katherine Alice Sharp, Yorkton (with Distinction)
Cindy Dawn Sherling, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Shanna Marie Short, Spruce Home (with Distinction)
Amanda Marie Sikora, Esterhazy  
Kathleen Eva Slipiec, Gronlid (with Great Distinction)  
Karey Gay Smith, Choiceland  
Andrew Jack Sneddon, Langham  
Francesco Antonio Soldo, Saskatoon  
Jodie Gail Sparling, Saskatoon (with Distinction)  
Shauna Marie Alice Emma St. Amand, Prince Albert (with Distinction)  
Jason Anthony Stadnyk, Saskatoon  
Raelene Nicole Steele, Saskatoon  
Carmen Leanne Stewart, Prince Albert  
Shanna Lee Strueby, Saskatoon  
Kristen Ann Stuber, Coquitlam, British Columbia (with Distinction)  
Anthony Donald Sweet, Odessa  
Tania Annette Swiatecki, Saskatoon  
Connie Margaret Sykes, Cut Knife (with Distinction)  
Nicole Kathryn Syrota, Elfros (with Distinction)  
Maxine Anne Tallon, Maidstone  
Janet Mary Taylor, Saskatoon  
Trevor Linden Taylor, Indian Head  
Angella Rae Thiessen, Saskatoon  
Kylie Milne Thompson, Lashburn  
Michelle Allison Thompson, Paradise Hill (with Distinction)  
Stephanie Carmen Tofin, Outlook  
Jeffrey Todd Torrie, Saltcoats  
Lindsey Denae Trach, Canora  
Jodeen Rae Ann Turgeon, Spiritwood (with Distinction)  
Dianne Marie Turner, Prince Albert  
Derrick Wayne Ulmer, Stoughton  
Tara Lee Veitch, Pilot Butte (with Distinction)  
Amy Michelle Voutour, Carlyle (with Distinction)  
Curtis Blair Wagner, Saskatoon  
Dion James Ross Walker, Saskatoon (with Distinction)  
Shelley Faye Wallis, White Fox (with Distinction)  
Erika Lynn Walz, Luseland  
Gerald Rodger Warren, Big River  
Millicent Marsha Watson, Leoville (with Distinction)  
Jerilyn Loretta Weinkauf, Saskatoon (with Distinction)  
Tina Lynne Whalen, Ottawa, Ontario  
Karielle Lee White, Lashburn (with Distinction)  
Marti Grace White, Prince Albert  
Trevor Paul Wight, Abbotsford, British Columbia (with Distinction)  
Byron Todd Wilkins, North Battleford  
Erin Gray Wilkins, Saskatoon (with Distinction)  
Ryan Robert Wilson, Saskatoon  
Scott Lee Woods-Fehr, Kelliher  
Heather Lynn Wright, Nipawin (with Distinction)  
Amber Leigh Yausie, Colonsay  
Scott Omer Yelle, Hudson Bay  
Ronald Ryan Zerr, Saskatoon  

Combined Bachelor of Education and Bachelor of Music in Music Education  
Leanne Marie Baldwin, Saskatoon (with Distinction)  
Kara Leanne Brannick, Lloydminster, Alberta (with Distinction)  
James Lavern Diakuw, Prince Albert (with Distinction)  
Jeremy René Drotar, Saskatoon (with Distinction)  
Monica Lynn Fedirko, Rose Valley (with Distinction)  
Shelen Marie Herperger, Regina  
Sharon Valerie Johnson, Olds, Alberta  
Heidi Bon Kurz, Saskatoon  
Christa Leanne MacBride, Melfort (with Distinction)  
Nevada Bryn McKenzie, Martensville  
Lorie Ann Paul, LaRonge (with Distinction)  
Heather Lyn Thompson, Marengo (with Distinction)
Postgraduate Diploma

Prachi Agarwal, Saskatoon
Computer Science

Gail Shirley Black, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies

John André Casavant, Carrot River
Educational Administration

Mary Carroll Chubb, Saskatoon
Toxicology

Arthur Michael Feher, Prince Albert
Curriculum Studies

Mary Isidora Jacquiline Gamble, Duck Lake
Educational Administration

Charlene Marie Herman, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations

Douglas John Maynard, Saskatoon
Commerce

Sherry Lynn Nadeau, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies

Melissa Dawn Pitz, Saskatoon
Geological Sciences

Candace Muriel Scott, Duck Lake
Educational Administration

Richard Allan Selvig, Saskatoon
Educational Administration

Sharleen Marie Weese Maley, Saskatoon
Toxicology

Master of Arts

Daniel Macewan Balkwill, Calgary, Alberta
History - Thesis: The Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration and the Community Pasture Program, 1937-1947

Andrew Peter Barrett, Saskatoon
English - Thesis: Representations of Puritanism in Hawthorne's Gothic Tales

James Robert Campbell, Saskatoon
English - Thesis: Dressing the 'man well drest': The Externals of Worship and Language in the Works of George Herbert

Gordon Dean Cherwoniak, Saskatoon
Economics - Project: Canadian Wage Differentials, 1996

Lisa Jillan Clatney, Saskatoon
Psychology - Thesis: Impact of Eldercare on Urban and Rural Employee Well-Being

John Michael Corrigan, Saskatoon
English - Thesis: The Furious Text: Miasma in Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!

Reta Isobell Rosemary Derksen, Melfort
English - Thesis: “Sharing for the Sharing-Impaired”: Subversive Humour in Scraping the Surface and Objects in Mirror are Stranger Than They Appear by Lyle Victor Albert, Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) by Ann-Marie MacDonald and Dead Dog Café Comedy Hour by Thomas King

Coralee Dawn Drechsler, Kelowna, British Columbia
Sociology - Thesis: Sex/Gender and Sexuality: An Analysis of Transgendered Perspectives

Christopher John Garrish, Beaconsfield, Quebec
History - Thesis: Okanagan Fruit Growers and the Abandonment of Orderly Marketing: Land Use Change, Single Desk Selling, and the Coming of Agricultural Land Reserve

Master of Agriculture

Thomas Norman King, Okotoks, Alberta
Soil Science - Project: Liquid Swine Manure Application to Forage Soil: Effect on Soil Carbon and Economic Returns
Paula Grosso, Toronto, Ontario
History - Thesis: Defining a Movement: Zapatismo in Modern Mexico

Joey Michael Hofmeister, Saskatoon
Sociology - Project: Troubled Youth: Selected Biographies Of Youth In Conflict With The Law

Megan Lynn Huston, Lethbridge, Alberta
Graduate Studies and Research - Thesis: Criminal Profiling as Rhetorical Analysis: An Application of the Dramatistic Pentad

Alex Madu Iheduru, Nigeria
Geography - Thesis: The Impacts of Development Controls on Urban Housing Development: The Case of the Meewasin Valley Authority in Saskatoon

Trevor Laurence Jockims, Saskatoon
English - Thesis: “There is No Footprint Where You Tread”: Reassessing the Abiding Role of Romanticism in the Poetry of Yvor Winters

Gerardina Adriana Kraay-Hofman, Saskatoon

Laura Nicole L’Heureux, Saskatoon
Psychology - Thesis: Students’ Procedural Justice Perceptions of Education Equity

Darlene Faye Lanceley, Saskatoon

Svetlana Lozovaia, Moscow, Russia
Economics - Thesis: Gender Wage Differentials in Canada, 1996

Noelle May Lucas, Calgary, Alberta

Colleen Anne MacKinnon, Saskatoon
Sociology - Project: A Life Worth Saving: A Case Study of Youth Justice

Jason Stanley Mighton, Saskatoon
English - Thesis: And So We are Built: Narrative and the Construction of Identity in Michael Ondaatje’s In the Skin of a Lion and The English Patient

Joseph Robert Naphin, Saskatoon
English - Thesis: The Radical Child of Emily Brontë

Mark John Nicoll, Edmonton, Alberta
Psychology - Thesis: The Association Between Divorce and Patterns of Child Adjustment

Bradley James Novecosky, Saskatoon
Anthropology & Archaeology - Thesis: Archaeological Investigations in the Quill Lakes Region, East Central Saskatchewan

Paul Ikechukwu Ohaegbu, Saskatoon
Economics - Thesis: Environmental Kuznets Curves for Regional Energy-Related Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Canada and the United States

Thomas Leo Phenix, Moose Jaw
Psychology - Thesis: Facets of Number Fact Memory: Lessons From Artificial ‘Diamond’Arithmetic

Tomasin Mary Playford, Brandon, Manitoba
Anthropology & Archaeology - Thesis: A Faunal Analysis of the Jackson Site (DiMe-17) in Southwestern Manitoba

Peter Reginald William Popkin, Saskatoon

Dorinda Mae Stahl, Saskatoon
History - Thesis: Marvellous Times: The Indian Homemaking Program and its Effects on Extension Instructors at the Extension Division, University of Saskatchewan, 1967-1972
Michael Lawrence Szala, Craven

Jacob Russell Watters, Saskatoon
History - Thesis: Gimmie Shelter: Tree-Planting in Rural Saskatchewan, 1870-1914

Wongthipa Wongsamut, Thailand

Master of Business Administration

Geoffrey Mark Alderman, Delisle
Trevor James Batters, Windthorst
Brenda Lynne Beavis, Saskatoon
Angela Mae Bellegarde, Saskatoon
Anoop Singh Brar, Saskatoon
Mark Stephen Chatterbok, Saskatoon
Margaret Eileen Dent, Saskatoon
Christopher Lee Doll, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Olga Isosifovna Dorokhina, Saskatoon
Jo-Anne Cecile Dyok, Saskatoon

Anand Elango, Saskatoon
Neville Benicio Joseph Fernandes, Dublin, Ireland
Ravinder Kumar Jain, Saskatoon
William Shea Jameson, Moose Jaw

Ryan Jeffrey Kreuger, Saskatoon
Brian Arthur Lane, Aberdeen
Kian Tek Jason Lee, Malaysia

Geordy Philip McCaffrey, Saskatoon
Thelma Colleen McKay, Saskatoon
Martin Donald Meinert, Saskatoon

Marc Anthony Ouellet, Saskatoon
Wendy Lynn Marie Welte, Saskatoon

Master of Continuing Education

Karen Bettyann Davis, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations - Thesis: Evaluation of an Asthma Training and Educator Course, AsthmaTREO®: Participants' Perspectives

Sharon June Elliott, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations - Thesis: Pioneering a New Approach to Home Exercise: Physiotherapy for Older Adults Through Community Television

Joanne Florence Regnier, Saskatoon

Alexandra Jeannette Stratulat, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations - Project: Interpretive Space: Education in the Gallery

Shelley Anne Thomas Prokop, Saskatoon

Roger William Turnell, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations - Project: The Effects of Critical Incident Stress on Health Care Professionals Working in a Birthing Unit

Master of Education

Judy Lee Akins, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: A Constructivist Approach to Instructional Design for an Interactive Multimedia Instructional Resource for Grade Six Space Science

Gloria Lynn Antifaiff, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: The Technology Mentorship
Project: A Professional Development Program to Help
Teachers Integrate Technology

Randi Lois Barker, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Effective Practises in Transition Planning for Students With
Mild Intellectual Disabilities From High School to Post
High School Settings

Laura Jane Baur, Humboldt
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Best Practices for Teaching Northern Aboriginal Students
Mathematics and the Saskatchewan Education Math
Curriculum: Are They Compatible

Rhonda Darlene Berezowski, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
The Essential Components of a School-to-Work Transition
Program

Michael James Joseph Blackmon, Jans Bay
Educational Foundations - Project: A Metis’ Portrait: A
Socialized Image

Janice Marie Butler, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: Towards a Positive
School Climate: A Classroom and School Management
Approach

Martina Irene Cain, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Thesis: Managing Teacher
Stress: Principals’ Perceptions

Gregory Lorne Chatlain, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Thesis: Teacher Induction in
Catholic Schools

Janelle Raelene Christensen, Hawarden
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Thesis:
Working with the Dying: A Phenomenological Study of
Palliative Care Providers

Albert Michael Couture, Saskatoon

Educational Administration - Project: Developing Student
Leadership in Elementary Schools Through Student
Government

Richard Vincent DeMerchant, Victoria, British Columbia
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: A Case Study of Integrating
Inuuqatigiit into a Nunavut Junior High School Classroom

Gail Elizabeth Duncombe, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Thesis: A
Content Analysis of Astrological Profiles

Pamela Rose Dunham, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Best Practices for Teaching Northern Aboriginal Students
Mathematics and the Saskatchewan Education Math
Curriculum: Are They Compatible

Joanne Florence Ebenal, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Grade Twelve Students’
Perspective on Their Learning Experiences of Core French

Keith Todd Frame, Creighton
Educational Administration - Project: School Administrator
Appraisals: Method Through Necessity

Simone Marie Gareau, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: An Administrative
Internship With the Human Resource Services of Calgary
Schools

Carlo Paul Hansen, North Battleford
Curriculum Studies - Project: Online Tutorials for
Saskatchewan Practical and Applied Arts

Jennifer Lynn Harland, Paradise Hill
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Structured Success

Jody Carene Hobday-Kusch, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Who’s Laughing Now?
Humour in the Elementary Classroom

Patricia Ann Kovacs, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Thesis: A Correlational Study of Effective Teacher Qualities and Specific Teacher Characteristics in a Habilitative Environment

Irina Ivanovna MacKay, Ukraine
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Exploration of Factors Motivating University Students to Continue/Discontinue Studying Russian/Ukrainian

James Gordon MacKenzie, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: The Delivery of Synchronous, Interactive Applied Instrumental Music Lessons Via the Internet

Mary-Ann Manley, Burnaby, British Columbia
Educational Administration - Project: Teacher Leadership in Elementary Schools

Johnna Sue McBride, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: An Internship: Examining the Role of the Principal With a Focus on Discipline

Colleen Ann McGough, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project: Non-Verbal Learning Disabilities

Kenneth Angus McIntosh, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: Preparation for the Principalship

Daria Sonia Metrunec, Leoville
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project: Language and Learning: How Auditory Processing Disorder Effects Phonological Skill Acquisition in Elementary School Aged Children

Samantha Margaret Mirwald, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Thesis: Education Students’ Conceptions of Learning Disability Etiology

Shirley Ruth Moser-Whitt, Paradise Hill

Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project: Teaching Strategies for Students With Asperger's Syndrome

Kim Anastasia Neudorf, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Strategies Used by Exemplary Clinical Teachers in Nursing Education

Judy Lynne Ostrander, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: Cultivating the Collaborative Model and Fostering Growth Toward Self-Directed Professional Development

Jacqueline Ottmann, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Thesis: First Nations Leadership and Spirituality Within the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: A Saskatchewan Perspective

Judith Anne Pope, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Thesis: Sibling Bereavement: A Narrative Study

Hélène Michelle Préfontaine, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: Resource-based Learning (RBL) and the Grade Three French Immersion Social Studies Curriculum

Harry Sheldon Salahub, Colonsay
Educational Administration - Thesis: An Analysis of a Saskatchewan Elementary School Administrator’s Legal Obligations

Tatiana Vitalievna Savchenko, Kiev, Ukraine
Educational Administration - Project: Reflections From the Internship on the Design and Administration of Leadership Development Programs

Lesa Gayle Scherman, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project: Building Resiliencey in Children From Maltreated Homes

Corralee Claudette Smith, Salmon Arm, British Columbia
Educational Administration - Project: Nunavut Education

Kyla Dee Snell, Unity
Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
The Adaptive Dimension in Secondary Schools
Wanda Marie Spooner, Saskatoon

Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Inclusion for Students with Behaviour Disorders: A Worthy Challenge for Educators
Rachel Ann Subchyshyn, Prince Albert

Educational Psychology and Special Education - Thesis:
Adult Perceptions of Childhood Bullying Experiences
Sandra Lynn Svoboda, Saskatoon

Educational Administration - Thesis: Dual Relationships in Education: Issues and Dilemmas for Students and Teachers in a Secondary School
Scott William Thompson, Saskatoon

Curriculum Studies - Project: Ecoquest: A Middle Years Outdoor Classroom
Andra Lynn Thorstad, Saskatoon

Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Supporting Elementary Students During the Transition to High School
Norine Sandra Tourangeau, Cote First Nation

Curriculum Studies - Project: The Role of Aboriginal Pedagogy in Indian Languages Curricula: Teaching Cree as a Second Language in the Urban Setting
Ronald Murray Waldron, Saskatoon

Educational Administration - Project: Induction to the Principalship: Experiences of Beginning Principals
Angelina Weenie, Sweetgrass First Nations

Educational Foundations - Thesis: A Study of Resilience in First Nations’ Post-Secondary Education Students
Tara-Jean Monica Wenc, Saskatoon

Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project: Transitioning Individuals With Learning Disabilities From Secondary to Postsecondary Education
Edwina Margaret Weninger, Unity

Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Making School Work: School Based High School Alternate Education
Jeffrey Wayne Wollf, Saskatoon

Educational Administration - Project: The Factors Leading to a Successful First Principalship in Rural Saskatchewan Schools
Lorie Kay Zbaraschuk, Prince Albert

Educational Psychology and Special Education - Project:
Identifying, Explaining, and Remediating Phonologically Based Reading Difficulties: A Literature Review

Master of Engineering
Greg Paul Meiers, Meota

Environmental Engineering - Project: The Use of Field Measurements of Hydraulic Conductivity to Define the Evolution of the Performance of Reclamation Cover Soils With Time

Master of Fine Arts
Jeffrey Daniel Bezaire, Amherstburg, Ontario

Art & Art History - Exhibition: Assembly Line
Heather Maureen Cline, Saskatoon

Art & Art History - Exhibition: Departure Points
Marcel Piet-Hein Kerkhoff, Halifax, Nova Scotia

Art & Art History - Exhibition: Ship of Fools
Carolyn Gaye Meili, Montreal, Quebec
Master of Laws

Chika Benjamin Onwuekwe, Ozubulu, Nigeria

Master of Nursing

Mary Ellen Andrews, Saskatoon
Thesis: Stress Leave: The Experience of Long Term Care Nurses

Hope Natalie Bilinski, Prud'homme
Thesis: Physical Activity Patterns in a Sample of Saskatchewan Rural Children

Valerie Gay Zemlak, Saskatoon
Project: A Description of the Development of a High Risk Breast Cancer Assessment Clinic

Master of Science

Olufemi Olusegun Akosile, Nigeria
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Circular Cylinders in a Uniform Planar Shear Flow

Kristal Dawn Anderson, Wadena
Kinesiology - Thesis: Knowledge, Beliefs, and Practises Among Adolescent Females Regarding Lifestyle Risk Factors for Osteoporosis

Umesh Gunasiri Ariyadasa, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: An Investigation of Film Thickness and Pressure in Upward and Downward Annular Two-Phase Flow

Mika Asai, Saskatoon

Bagen, Saskatoon

David Mark Wayne Barrett, St. John’s, Newfoundland
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences - Thesis: An Investigation of Conventional Oestrous Synchronization Techniques in the Ewe

Scott William Barron, Saskatoon
Finance & Management Science - Thesis: The Long-Run Behaviour of High-Dividend Yielding Stocks: Income Implications for Investors

Ponn Samraj Benjamin, Saskatoon
Microbiology & Immunology - Thesis: Analysis of the Requirements for the Generation of Allo-antigen-specific IFN-y Producing CD8+ T Cells

Tyler Kurt Birkham, Prince Albert
Geological Sciences - Characterizing Geochemical Reactions in Waste-Rock Piles at the Key Lake Mine Using Gaseous Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide

Jeffrey Bryan Bowes, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Knowledge Management Through Data Mining Discussion Forums

Silvia Valeria Breban, IASI, Romania
Computer Science - Thesis: Long-Term Coalitions for the Electronic Marketplace

Rodney Wilfred Brook, Maidstone
Biology - Thesis: Breeding Ecology and Local Population Dynamics of Lesser Scaup (Aythya affinis) in Boreal Forests of Western Canada

Brian Matthew Calvert, Sarnia, Ontario
Microbiology & Immunology - Thesis: Identification and Characterization of a Novel Rat Gene, MS-1, Expressed in
Poorly Metastatic Rat Mammary and Prostrate Adenocarcinomas

Miladel Nicart Casano, Saskatoon

Anees Bahadur Chagpar, Saskatoon
Surgery - Thesis: Microsatellite Instability in Breast Cancer

David Owen Christensen, Young
Civil Engineering - Thesis: An Investigation of the Erosion Characteristics of Uncovered Waste Rock, Questa, New Mexico

Marcos German Colazo, La Pampa, Argentina
Herd Medicine & Theriogenology - Thesis: The Effects of Dose and Route of Administration of Prostaglandin in Cattle

Dirkje Crandall, Saskatoon
Accounting - Thesis: Using Hypertext Technology in Accounting Instruction: Empirical Evidence

Simone Jacqueline Crocquet de Rosemond, Carstairs, Alberta
Toxicology - Thesis: The Effects of Processed Kimberlite Effluent From the Ekati ™ Diamond Mine on Freshwater Zooplankton

Rebecca Holly Cross, Saskatoon
Biology - Thesis: Heat Stress Effects on Flowering and Reproduction in Linum usitatissimum (Flax)

Jie Cui, Nanjing, People's Republic of China
Biomedical Engineering - Thesis: Automated Search for Patterns of Disease Using the Infrared Spectra of Body Fluids

Martha Dawit Dagnew, Gondar, Ethiopia

Michelle Annette Deschamps, Saskatoon
Pharmacy - Thesis: Impact of Pharmacist Consultation Versus a Decision Aid on Decision-Making Regarding Hormone Replacement Therapy

Clinton Kevin Dobson, Raymore
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: Canada and Identity Preservation Systems for Non-Genetically Modified Canola

Melanie Dawn Dubyk, Edmonton, Alberta
Nutrition - Thesis: Iron Deficiency Anemia in Acute Stroke and Transient Ischemic Attack Patients

James Arnold Dyck, Saskatoon

Candace Leaha Elchuk, Saskatoon
Biology - Thesis: Home Range, Territoriality and Foraging Site Selection of the Northern Flicker (Colaptes auratus)

Hilda Faraji, Tehran, Iran

Jonathan Peter Farthing, Saskatoon
Kinesiology - Thesis: The Effect of High and Low Contraction Velocity Training on Cross Education and Muscle Hypertrophy

Edmund Ray Garnett, Carman, Manitoba
Geography - Thesis: Long-Lead Forecasting of Precipitation and Wheat Yields in Saskatchewan Using Teleconnection Indices

Shawn Anthony Halter, Saskatoon
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: Biodigester Development in Saskatchewan: An Institutional Analysis

Abdul Hameed, Lahore, Pakistan
Civil Engineering - Thesis: Recycled Baler Twine as Fibre Reinforcement in Concrete
Ryan Dean Hangs, Saskatoon  
Soil Science - Thesis: Competition for Nitrogen Between Early Successional Plant Species and Outplanted White Spruce and Jack Pine Seedlings

Rochelle Carmen Harding, Saskatoon  
Chemical Engineering - Thesis: Bioremediation of Toluene in an External Loop Airlift Bioreactor

Kefah Dallé Hayek, Saskatoon  
Biomedical Engineering - Thesis: Temperature Assessment in Stroke Patients Using a Tympanic Telemetry Device

Roberta Lynne Helgason, St. Gregor  
Soil Science - Thesis: The Interaction of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi in Saskatchewan Soils With Modern and Historical Wheat Cultivars

Timothy Martin Highmoor, Bowsman, Manitoba  
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: Cow-Calf Expansion in NE Saskatchewan

Kyle Harland Jenner, Tisdale  
Geological Sciences - Thesis: Seismic Investigation of a Kimberlite Extensional Body, Northwest Territories, Canada

David Ronald Johnson, Allan  
Electrical Engineering - Thesis: Performance of a Rural Wireless PTMP Network with Integrated Data and VoIP

Nancy Elizabeth Kilpatrick, Westbank, British Columbia  
Community Health & Epidemiology - Thesis: Functional Decline in Community-Dwelling Elderly: Are There Risk Factors?

Philip Jonathan Kroeker, Winnipeg, Manitoba  
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Modelling of a Novel Fan Clutch Pneumatic System

Eric Kristian Larson, Regina  
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: Measuring the Economic Effects of Road Pricing: Grain Transportation in West Central Saskatchewan

Nan Li, People's Republic of China  
Biomedical Engineering - Thesis: Water Self-Diffusion Tensor Isotropy Changes in An Avian Genetic Developmental Model of Epilepsy

Stephen Thomas Manning, Saskatoon  
Herd Medicine & Theriogenology - Thesis: A Prospective Study of Components of the Breeding Soundness Examination Including Endometrial Biopsy in Mares Selected for Fertility

Kari Ann McCaffery, Nipawin  
Applied Microbiology & Food Science - Thesis: Effects of In Vitro and In Vivo Culture and Passage on the Developmental Cycle and Genetic Stability of Beauveria bassiana

Robert Bruce McCorkell, Saskatoon  
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences - Thesis: The Application of Transrectal Ultrasonography to Characterise Ovarian Follicular Development in Wapiti

Kayla Jan McLean, Strongfield  
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: A Benefit Cost Analysis of Reclamation Options in Saskatchewan

Amy Lynn Misko, Yorkton  
Applied Microbiology & Food Science - Thesis: Taxonomic and Functional Diversity of Pseudomonads Associated With the Roots of Field-Grown Canola

Banafsheh Moazed, Saskatoon  
Physiology - Thesis: Adrenergic Control of Proteolysis in Brown Adipocytes

Bita Moazed, Saskatoon  
Physiology - Thesis: Norepinephrine Dependent Inhibition of Proteolysis in Brown Adipocytes

Jennifer Rae Neudorf, Saskatoon  
Plant Science - Thesis: Restoration of Disturbed Sites in Prince Albert National Park
Scott David Noble, Guelph, Ontario
Agricultural & Bioresource Engineering - Thesis: Crop and Weed Leaf Reflectance and Classification

Sheri Anne O'Shaughnessy, Saskatoon
Geography - Thesis: A Framework for Determining the Ability of the Forest Sector to Adapt to Climate Change

Eliud Onyango Oloo, Kisumu, Kenya

Matthew Allan Oryschak, Calgary, Alberta
Animal & Poultry Science - Thesis: Effect of Particle Size and Enzymes on Nutrient Excretion of Grower Pigs

Puren Ouyang, Hunan, People's Republic of China

Olusoji Samuel Oyenuga, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Network Emulation of Mobile Multicast Protocols

Karla Michelle Panchuk, Saskatoon
Geological Sciences - Thesis: Epeiric Sea Carbon Cycling From Analytical and Numerical Perspectives

Roxanne Dawn Pauls, Saskatoon
Civil Engineering - Thesis: Significance of the Hydrogeology in the Construction of Bridge Pier Foundations at St. Louis, Saskatchewan

Jimin Peng, Saskatoon
Civil Engineering - Thesis: An Investigation of Adsorption of Single-Ring Naphthenic Acids on Soils

Ha Thuc Van Pham, Hanoi, Vietnam

Hung Quang Pham, Saskatoon

Carl Innis Potts, Watrous
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: Opportunistic Behaviour in Crop Production Contracts

Kerri Dawn Pulles, Saskatoon
Soil Science - Thesis: Plant Induced Variability of Soil Quality in Semi-Arid Deciduous Forest Ecosystems of Northeast Brazil

Cerah Elizabeth Richardson, Cudworth

Mark Kenneth Russell, Saskatoon
Geography - Thesis: Water Balances Across the Arctic Treeline and Comparisons to a Numerical Weather Prediction Model

Peter Henry Saweczko, Toronto, Ontario

Barbara Heather Schmidt, Unity

Stephanie Andrea Schmolke, Saskatoon

Marianna Naomi Shanks, Weyburn
Nutrition - Thesis: The Food Fun Program: A Qualitative Evaluation

Lana Dianne Shaw, Outlook
Plant Science - Thesis: The Effect of Residue Management on Yield and Growth of Dry Bean
Suresh Soundararajan, Madras, India
Chemical Engineering - Thesis: Determination of Thermal Cracking Kinetics of Athabasca Bitumen Vacuum Residue

Ljubisa Spasic, Saskatoon
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: The Social Value of Conservation Land

Dilrukshi Thavarajah, Saskatoon

Sanjoy Upadhyay, Saskatoon
Electrical Engineering - Thesis: Impact of HVDC Inverter Station Faults on Turbine-Generator Shaft Torsional Torques

Sathiyanarayanan Viswanathan, Saskatoon
Pathology - Thesis: Apoptosis Regulation in Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL)

Lan Thi Hoang Vu, Hanoi, Vietnam
Community Health & Epidemiology - Thesis: The “Catch-Up” of Preterm Children With Term Children in Health Services Utilization

Trevor Douglas Wallace, Unity
Plant Science - Thesis: Improving the Harvestability of Dry Beans With Gibberellic Acid

Fulai Wang, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Evaluation of Methods For Retrieval of Short Documents

Lisa JoAnn White, Truro, Nova Scotia

Jeffrey Daniel Wishart, Saskatoon
Physics and Engineering Physics - Thesis: Transition Radiation Monitors at the Canadian Light Source

Po Yang, Hunan, People's Republic of China
Mathematics & Statistics - Thesis: The $\Delta$ Load Transfer Model and Related Models

Victor Yannacoulis-Juorio, Saskatoon
Community Health & Epidemiology - Thesis: A Descriptive Study of Poultry Workers’ Respiratory Health in the Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba

Jianhua Zhang, People's Republic of China
Pharmacy - Thesis: Chiral Analysis of d- and l-Ritalinic Acids in Biological Samples and the Stereoselective Metabolism of d- and l-Methylphenidate

Qingyi Zhang, People's Republic of China

Jianjun Zhao, Saskatoon
Chemical Engineering - Thesis: Modelling the Phase Behaviour of Gasoline Systems

Doctor of Philosophy

Bahman B Abolhassani, Tehran, Iran
Electrical Engineering - Thesis: Peak Power Minimization in Indoor CDMA Communications Using Clusters of Antennas

Inger-Johanne Tveten Anderson, Saskatoon
Sociology - Thesis: The Social Construction of Female Engineers: A Qualitative Case Study of Engineering Education

Gerald Francis Audette, St. Albert, Alberta
Biochemistry - Thesis: Structural Studies of Ulex europaeus Lectin 1 and Phospho-serine 46 HPr From Enterococcus faecalis

Lisa Dawn Berg-Kolody, Prince Albert
Psychology - Thesis: Severity of Illness-Geriatric (SOI-G): Instrument Development
Marc Daniel Casavant, Arborfield
Educational Administration - Thesis: Reliance Structures of Neophyte Principals in Rural Contexts

Ning Chen, People's Republic of China
Geological Sciences - Thesis: Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Study of Two Gadolinium Centres at Calcium Sites in Synthetic Fluorapatite

Kenneth Shawn Davison, Prince George, British Columbia
Kinesiology - Thesis: Bone Mineral Accrual During Childhood and Adolescence: A Critical Analysis of Size-Correction Techniques

Roy Thomas Dobson, Saskatoon
Interdisciplinary Studies - Thesis: Equity Among Physicians and the Wish to Reallocate Time

Kari Edith Dunfield, Calgary, Alberta

J. Jasen C. Elliott, Antigonish, Nova Scotia
Psychology - Thesis: The Organization of Anger in Client-Therapist Discourse

Muhammad Farooq, Pakistan

Kellie Lynn Hadden, St. John’s, Newfoundland
Psychology - Thesis: Measuring Pain in Children With Cerebral Palsy: A Multidimensional Assessment

Moira Jane Harris, West Lafayette, Indiana

Alexandre Vyacheslavovich Karassev, Russia

Christina Ola Lengyel, Calgary, Alberta
Nutrition - Thesis: Assessment of Food Service Delivery to Elderly Residents in Long Term Care Facilities

Yi Luo, Saskatoon
Physics & Engineering Physics - Thesis: Influences of Planetary Waves Upon the Dynamics of the Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere

Karen Louise Machin, Saskatoon
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences - Thesis: Effects of Surgery, Anesthesia and Pain on Reproduction and Behaviour of Captive and Free-Ranging Ducks

Husnia Ibrahim Marrif, Saskatoon
Pharmacology - Thesis: Glycolysis in Glial Cells and Cortical Neurons

Michelle Susan McCallum, Edmonton, Alberta
Psychology - Thesis: Foster Care and Identity: A Life Story

Supatcharee Netrphan, Thailand
Biochemistry - Thesis: Study of Starch Debranching Enzymes in Developing Wheat Kernels

Rex Wayne Newkirk, Piapot
Animal & Poultry Science - Thesis: The Effects of Processing on the Nutritional Value of Canola Meal for Broiler Chickens

Jeffrey James Park, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Writing at the Edge: Rethinking Process Theory

Is Sulistyati Purwaningsih, Pekanbaru Riau, Indonesia
Chemical Engineering - Thesis: Mass Transfer and Bioremediation of Solid Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) Particles in Bioreactors

Hong Yu Qiao, Changchun, People's Republic of China
Animal & Poultry Science - Thesis: Nutritional, Physiological and Metabolic Effects on Rapeseed Meal
Simple Phenolics in Broiler Chickens
David Menno Quiring, Christopher Lake
History - Thesis: Battling Parish Priests, Bootleggers, and Fur Sharks: CCF Colonialism in Northern Saskatchewan

Parvaneh Rahimi-Moghaddam, Tehran, Iran
Pharmacology - Thesis: Role of Free Radicals in Neurodegenerative Diseases

Harpinder Singh Randhawa, Punjab, India
Plant Science - Thesis: Genetic and Molecular Studies of Loose Smut Resistance in Durum Wheat

Susan Margaret Robertson, Saskatoon
Sociology - Thesis: Rational Accountability and Rational Autonomy in Academic Practice: An Extended Case Study of the Communicative Ethic of Interdisciplinary Science

Ewoud Maritz Rykaart, Johannesburg, South Africa
Civil Engineering - Thesis: A Methodology to Describe Spatial Flux Boundary Conditions for Solving Tailings

Impoundment Water Balance Problems
Javad Shaterian, Saskatoon
Plant Science - Thesis: Factors Conferring Salt Tolerance in Diploid Potato Genotypes

John Arthur Steele, Saskatoon
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Some Results Concerning the Fundamental Nature of Wynn's Vector Epsilon Algorithm

Bryan James Ulmer, Davidson
Biology - Thesis: Crucifer Host Plant Suitability for Bertha Armyworm (Mamestra configurata) and Diamondback Moth (Plutella xylostella)
Awards to Graduating Students

**Education**

Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation Prize to Cynthia Clarke
Victoria Minor’s Award to Tammy Fedorak

**Graduate Studies and Research**

Governor General’s Gold medal presented to Jonathan Albert Fugelsang

**University of Saskatchewan Graduate Thesis Awards**

Humanities and Fine Arts presented to Reta Arlene Terry, Ph.D., English. Thesis: Little White Oaths: The Representation of the Evolving Codes of Honour in Early Modern England
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History of the University of Saskatchewan

The University of Saskatchewan was established by the University Act on April 3, 1907, only 18 months after Saskatchewan became a province.

The people of the province, as well as their government, were instrumental in shaping the new University. The provincial government requested all residents who were graduates of a Canadian or British university to form the first Convocation and elect the University's Senate. The Senate, in turn, elected five members to the first Board of Governors, while the province appointed three. In 1908, the Board selected Professor Walter Charles Murray, of Dalhousie University, as the first President.

Classes in Arts and Science began in September, 1909, in downtown Saskatoon. Construction of the campus began in 1910 and the first buildings were occupied in the fall of 1912. They included the College Building (Administration Building), Saskatchewan Hall (a student residence), residences for the Dean of Agriculture and the President, a laboratory for Engineering, and a number of farm buildings.

From the beginning, the University established an emphasis on research and teaching in a context of community service, and encouraged co-operation among departments and divisions in tackling common problems. The development of rust-resistant strains of wheat, for example, initiated by the University and federal and provincial research agencies, has been of untold value to the prairie economy.

In 1909, the University had 70 students and 5 professors, including the President. Today there are over 19,000 students studying in 13 colleges and 1 school. This is the only university in Canada with five health-science colleges and a major teaching hospital on the same campus. The University offers Spring and Summer Session, Evening Courses, Independent Studies courses and Distance Education as well as on-campus daytime courses.

The University of Saskatchewan overlooks the South Saskatchewan River from a 755 hectare site. The campus consists of 147 hectares with the remaining being a research park, the University farm and experimental plots.

Most early buildings on campus are Collegiate Gothic in style and are constructed in a local dolomite, popularly known as greystone. Subsequently constructed buildings also have greystone, as well as Tyndall stone (pre-cut slabs quarried in Tyndall, Manitoba), concrete, brick, glass and aggregate facings.

The University offers many points of interest for visitors: the Diefenbaker Canada Centre, Museum of Natural Sciences, Museum of Antiquities, Biology Museum, Pharmaceutical Museum, the Observatory, the Gordon Snelgrove Gallery, the St. Thomas More Gallery, Rugby Chapel, the Little Stone Schoolhouse, the Memorial Gates, Patterson Garden, and the Kenderdine Gallery.

You are invited to visit our campus at any time!